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Unfortunat-

STATEM&IT OF PURroSE

The United States has embarked upon a new era of commercial fisheries managerrent and developrrent with the enactnent of the Fishery Conservation and Managenent kt of 1976 (FCMA).

'lhe primary objectives

of the FCMA are "to take i.rrrrediate action to conserve and manage the
fishery resources fOW1d off the coasts of the U.S." and lito encourage
the developrrent of fisheries which are currently underut.i.Li.zed ••. by
the U.S. fishing industry ... ",
One of these undarut.i.Li.zed stocks is the Georges Bank herring stock.
'Ihe U.S. fishenren have trcrlitionally not fished for the adul.t; herring
stock on Georges Bank due to the long steaming tine back to port, the
rapid deterioration of the caught herring, and the previous low price
of adult herring.

HONever, foreign nations have maintained a very large

Georges Bank herring fishery.

'!he foreign nations operated herring-

processing vessels on Georges Bank and, therefore, \\ere able to process
a fresh, good-quality herring.

'Iheir harvesting vessels did not have

to steam to and from port between each catch and, subsequent.Iy, the
nations were able to utilize the resource on a rrore economically-efficient basis than were Arrerican fishemen.
With irrplerrentation of the FQ·1A, the access by foreign nations to
the Georges Bank herring stock has been limited.

'Ihis developrrent cre-

ates an opportunity for the U.S. fishing fleet to begin to utilize this
stock.

HcMever, there are no Arrerican vessels constructed to process

adul t offshore herring.

The objective of this study is to analyze cite

feasibili ty of ope.rat.inq an i'\n'erican-flag fish-processing vessel on
C£orges Bank to enable the U.S. fleet to harvest and process this currently underut.i Li.zed stock.
The FCMA stipulates that the Pegional Fishery Managenent Counci.Ls
dc to nninc the Opt.imum Yield (OY) for any par t.i.cular fishery.

'Ihe OY

is that aIIDlU1t of fish harvested at which the U.S. will receive the
greatest benefits on a recurring basis.

Once the OY is determined the

I€gional Council estimates the dorrestic catch for the given year.

This

arrount; is subtracted from the OY to detennine the surplus, if any, of
thab ftsfi can be made available as allocations to foreign nations.

The

present OY for the Georges Bank. herring stock is Lu , 000 rretric tons ( MI')
annually.

The dorrestic catch also is estimated to be la, 000 MI' ann-

ually, and therefore, there is no allocation al.Iowed for foreign fishing of C£orges Bank. herring.
Foreign nations, ho.vever, have traditionally enjoyed trerrendous
harvests of this herring stock.

As recently as 1975 the foreign har-

vest of Georges Bank herring was 143,000 MT, v.hereas in 1976 dorrestic
fisherrren only harvested 735 HI' of herring from all offshore areas,
including Georges Bank.

'TIle elimination of foreign corrpetition and the

present small U.S. offshore herring fishery offers an opportunity for
the stock to rejuvenate to a sul:stantial stock size mich, in turn,
should allow for expansion of the U.S. offshore herring fleet.

The

elimination of foreign harvests of Georges Bank herring has also created a greater demand in those oountries for herring and herring products
exported from the U.S..

American processors are attempting to fill that

demand from harvests of the Gulf of Maine herring stock. instead of the
Ceorges Bank stock, although they realize that stock may soon be large

enough to provide a good harvest.

'lhe overtaxation of the Gulf of

l1aine herring stock has resulted in herring catch quotas l::Eing instigated by the Fegional Cbuncil, in order for the Gulf of Maine stock to
be able to rebuild itself.

'lhe FCMA encourages

u.s.

developnent in fisheries which have pre-

viously been underutilized by the domestic fishing industry.

'Ihe key

to full utilization of the offshore herring stock is a good quality

product--i.e. freshly frozen on board a fish-processing vessel.

The

operation of a fish-processing vessel on Georges Bank voul.d provide a
market for the fresh herring caught the sane day by Arrerican fishermen.
'!his study hopes to show that the operation of a fish-processing vessel
can be a feasible enterprise wi th good returns to the operator I the
fishermen I and the U. s. economy as a whole.

INTIDDUcrrON
On 1 March 1977 the United States unilaterally enacted the Fishery

Cbnservation and MMlagem=nt Act of 1976 (FQ1A, P .L. 94-265).

Until

this t.ine the U.S. had been a rrember of the mul.t.iriat.i.onal, and now essentially defunct; fisheries body, the International Corrmission for the
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF).

In

(I~)

the U.S. only had a

limited voice in the managenent and the allocations of fishery resources in the Northwest Atlantic.

'Ihe FCMA, however, has provided for

exclusive U.S. fisheries managerrent authority within the U.S. Fishery
Cbnservation ZOne (FCZ).

'Ihe zone is contiguous to the U.s. territor-

ial sea (of 3 miles) and extends to a distance of 200 nautical miles
seaward from the baseline from which the territorial sea is reeasuredv

t

'!he U.s. now exerts exclusive fishery managerrent authority over all
the fish wi thin the FCZ (except for highly migratory species like tuna,)
over all anadrerrous species, spawning in u. S. waters, throughout their
migratory range (the migratory range does not include any foreign nation I S territorial sea or the u. S. reex>gnized equivalent of a FCZ) and
over all Continental Shelf fishery resources within and beyond the FCZ. 2
'!he authority of the u.s. has had far-reaching effects upon fishemen of all nations, including Arrerican fisherrren.
fleets had

rons~lY harvested

Fbreign fishing

hundreds of thousands of rretric tons

~ishery Conservation and Managerrent Act of 1976, sect. 101, 90
Stat. 336 (1976).
2FCMA, sect. 2, 90 Stat.332, (1976).

of fish annually from waters near to American shores.

During

t~e

1960's

and 1970' s donestic fishenren were unabl,e to effectively corrpe te against
these large, distant-water foreign fleets.

In 1977, the foreign catch

of fish and shellfish in the FCZ was 1. 7 million netric tons, dawn
27% from L1e foreign harvest in 1976, before enactrrerrt of the F01A. l
All Fbreign nations, wanting to fish within the FCZ, must sign a Governing International Fishery Agreerrent with the U.S., acknowledging the
exclusive manaqerrent, authority of the U.S. as set forth in the F01A. 2
'Ihe U.S. has provided in the FCMA certain guidelines for which to
follow in the deterrni.nat.i.on of who will be able to fish for the specific
fishery resources.
According to the provisions of the FCMA the U.S. has established
eight regional fishery managem:mt councils. 3

These regional co~,cils

shall "prepare and submit to the Secretary (of Cbrmerce) a fishery
managenent plan with respect to each fishery wi thin its geographical
area of autnor.i ty .•• "4

These fishery managerrent plans (Fj·1l?) will

contain all the measures that are "necessary and appropriate for the
conservation and managerrent of the fishery. 115

'Ib this end the appro-

priate council and its respect.Lve staff will determine the optimum
yield (and the maximum sustaining yield) for the givern fishery. 6
l U. S. Depar'trrent; of Cbrnrrerce, National Marine Fisheries Service,
Data f'.1anager.ent and Statistics Division, Fisheries of the U.S., 1977
(Washingtoll, D.C.: G:>vernrrent Printing Of'fi.oa , 1978) P:-iV:- - -

2FC~, sect. 201, 90 Stat. 337 (1976).
3FCMA, sect. 302, 90 Stat. 347 (1976).
4FCMA, sect. 302, 90 Stat. 350 (1976) •.
5FCMA, sect. 303, 90 Stat. 3S1 (1976).

.."

6Ibid.

'Ihc opt.imirn yield is defined as:
" ... the arrount; of fish-- (A) which will provide the greatest
overall benefit to the .iat.ion wi tl1 particular reference to fcxxl
product.ion and recreational oppor t.uni.t.i.es ; and (B) which is prescri.oed as such on the ~asis of the maximum yield from such
fishery, as rrodified by any relevant economic, social, or
ecological factor." 1
'IhG optimim yield (OY) is the basis for all catch calculations and

possible allocations.
1::1 addi.tion to the OY the appropr.iate counc.iI will also determine
"the capacity and the extent; to '.. .;hich fishing vessels of rhe U.S., on
an annual basis, will harvest th2 opt.irnirn yield ... "2
is referred to as the Estimated Dorres t.i,c catch (EDC).

'Ihis calculation
After the Council

has determined the OY and rhe EDC for the particular f'i.shery they will
then decide if there will De any foreign fishing al.Loced in that fishery.

In order to arrive at this decision the Council will deduct the

EDC from the OY to determi::1e if there is any surplus of fish that
Arrerican fisherrren are not expected to harvest.

'Ihis portion of the OY,

if a surplus does exist, can be made available for foreign fishing. 3
'This arrount is referred to as the 'Ibtal Allowable revel of roreign Fishing (TAI..FF).
'flle stipulation that the rfALFF shall be calculated subsequent;
to the de te rmi.nat.i.on of the EDC has given Arrericans the preferential
right to the fish as intended by t.l1e Act.

In their quest for supplies

of fish, foreign nations realzied that, even though, their harvests
of fish in the FCZ v.Bre being limited their purchase and, fhe refore ,
suppl.y of fish was not necessarily limited.

several foreign-flag

IFC~, sect. 3, 90 Stat. 335, (1976).

2FG~, sect 303, 90 Stat. 331, (1976).

3Ibid.

factory ships entered into "joint ventures" with J.\rrerican fishenren, the
J.\rrerican fisherrren would harvest the fish and sell their harvests at
sea to the foreign factory ships.

'ihe Arrerican processing industry

found itself not totally participating in the benefits from enactnent
of the FG1A, and were not pleased with what they vi.ewed as ci.rcumvention of the law itself.
On August 28, 1978, the

u.s.

Cbngress approved P.L. 95-354.

'!his law provides for an arrendrrent; to the FCMA of 1976 (P.L. 94-265).
In the original

FG'~

a preferential right to the fish species and stocks

descrited in the FQ\1A had been provided for Ar.'erican fisheTI"len. l

'This

arrendrrent, however, extended that right by establishing "a preferential
right for U.S. processors s.imi La r to t:1e preferential right the FQ1A
created for U.S. fisherrren. ,,2

L-.Jow

U.S. fish processors will have a

priority to purchase the fish caught jy AITerican f i.sherrren to the
" ••• extent to whi.ch processing facilities of the U.S., on an annual
basis will process that portion of the optimum yield that will be harvested by fishing vessels of the U.S •... ,,3

'Therefore, as long as the

U.S. processing industry has the capability to handle all the fish harvested by American fisherrren they will have priority for that fish over
the possible sale by Ar.-erican fishenren of their harvests to any foreign,
fish-processing vessels.

'Ihe term "United States fish processors" refers

to facilities located wi thin the U.S. for, and vessels of the U. S. used
lU . S . Cbngress, Senate, Peport on the Fishery Cbnservation and
Managerrent Act i\irend-rrents, S. Re;,Jt. 933-;-95th Congress, 2d Session,
1978, p.5. 2 I bi d•
3p. L. 95-354, Sec. 5, 92 Stat. 521 (1973).

or equipped for, the processing of fish for oomrercial use or oonsunption. 1
'!he FO·1A and its arrendrrent has created a vast potential for expansion for the whole Arrerican f i.sh.inq industry, including both the
fishemen and the processors.

224,000

W;1ereas, foreign nations had averaged

M1' of adult sea herring per year for the decade prior to the

enactrrent of the FaviA, they have only averaged 1,876 r1T of herring per
year for 1977 and 1978. 2

1p . L . 95-354, Sec. 3, 92 Stat. 519 (1978).
2NMFS, Fisheries, 1377, p. 13; and Fisheri~s, ,B 78, p. 15.

s

QfAPIER I

~IERRL~G

FISllliRY

St0ck.::; and Dis tr.wtlti011s
Atlantic sea herring, Clupea harengus harengus, can De found on
both sides of ,the North Atlantic.

The

~~orthwestern

Atlantic stocks are

restricted in distribution by these natural boundaries:

the

~rth

Arrer-

Lean contirent to the west; the Gulf Stream to the south and east; and,

toe LaDracbr Current to the north. l

Within these environm:mtal

boundarLes t:1e nerring stocks roam about in dense schools in search of
plankton--their primary food source. 2
'.J1ere are three herri.oq stocks in the
stocks are:

~brthwest

Atlantic.

'illese

t..'1e Southwes t; tbva Scotia stock, under Canadian jurisdic-

tion; the Gulf of Maine stock, IQ-ll\F area 5Y; and, the Georges Bank/
Southern •.Jew &1g1and stock, IQ~ areas 5Z and SA6. 3

Figure 1 shows

the delineation of the geographical areas first pronoted by

Ia~AF.

'!his

study will primarily be based upon the Georges Bank stock and the adaptation of a processing vessel operation to this stock.

However, the catch

allocations and managerrent strategies proposed in the herring fishery
mmagerrent plan (FMP) and its arrendrrents are based upon expected stock
lNew England Fishery Managerrent Counci.L and National Marine
Fisheries Service, Final Environirental Irrpact Staterrent/Fishery
Managerrent Plan for the Atlantic Herring Fishery of the l\lorthwest
Atlantic (Peabody, Mass.: i'Jew Engl,and Fishery l'lanagerrent Council,
1978), p. Al-l.
2 Ibi d.

3 Ibi d., p. 1-4.

Figure 1.
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SOURCE: New England Fishery Management Council, Final Supplement
to Environmental Impact Statement, Amended and Regulatory Analysis for
Atlantic lIerring foishery ~Ianagement Plan (Peabody, r-la.: New England
Fishery r-lanagement Council, 1979) p.7.

interactions.

'Iherefore, due to these expected seasonal s tock inter-

actions th.i,s study will present an overview of all nerring stocks with1n U.S. jurisliction.
'Ihe dense herring schools support tw::> separate fisheries:

juvenile and tile adul t herring fisheries.

the

The juvenile fishery is

directed towards the harvesting of 1-3 year old herring.
impacts upon the Gulf of Maine herring stock.

'Ihe harvest

I£cause the fishery exists

in Maine State waters (0-3 miles offshore) it cones under: Mai.ne jurisdiction and manaqerrerrt ,

The Maine sardine canning industry is the major

market for juvenile harvests.

'Ihe fishery began wi th the developrrent

of this canning industry in eastern Maine during the 1870's.1
At about this

SF.lI"'e

tim, the lobster industry began to expand,

creating a market for the larger, unwanted adult herring (age 3+ herring) to be used as bait. 2

For the next century the adult herring fish-

ery was a very low-priced fishery.

The adult herring, if it was not

used as lobster or codfish bait, rros t.Iy went to the fish reduction
plants to be reduced to fish neal and fish oil with only a minor quanti ty being used for srroking and salting. 3
adult herring was of no real significance.

The quality of the landed
'Iherefore, no rreasures were

developed to preserve the guality while the herring was on board the
fishing vessel.
During the late 1960's and early 1970's two developrrents occured
that dramat.i.cal.Ly changed the dorrestic herring fishery.
availability of juvenile herring decreased

am. ,

First, the

thereby, forced the

canneries to use larger fish and to develop economical ways of using
them.

4

Second, the

~rtheast

1
·
Ibld.,
p. 1\2
. - 10 .

2Ibl"d.

'f

Atlantic herring stock declined, producing

a herring shortage in the W=st Cerrnan (Federal I€public of Cermany)
herring import market. l
was in demand.

Within a very short time period, adult herring

This adult herring is naw being filleted and frozen

for shiprrent to European market (primarily, West Germany). 2

The

herring export market will be examined further in O1apter I.
'Ihe filleting and freezing of adult herring regan in Gloucester,

Ma3s. in June 1970 with the operation of 10 fillet machines in one
plant. 3

By fall of 1977 the herring filleting industry had expanded to

5 plants wi t.1 over 4::> filleting machines. 4

Four of the five herring

plants currently in operation are located in rmne; the remaining
one is the Gloucester plant. 5

'Ihe Gloucester plant is experiencing

oorrmunity and envi ronrrerrta.l problems with its operations in that city. 6
The plant, presently, is unable to handle all the herring landed seasonally in Gloucester.

Part of the landings are being trucked to herring

processing plants in l1aine. 7
The adult herring processing industry in
specialized machines from Baader and Arenoo. 8

~Jew

England oonsists of

'Ihese machines have

the capacity to rerrove heads, tails, viscera and backbones at a rate of
100 fish per minute. 9

'Ihe offal is reduced to fish neal and fish oil.

lIbid., p.A2-74.
2Lars Olaf Vidaeus, "Analysf,s of Foreign Demand for u.s. Fish
Stocks Under Extended u.s. Fisheries Jurisdiction with an Application
to the ~'1ew l'ngland Herring !€sources. II (Ph. D. dissertation,
University of ~ode Island, 1977), p.
3Managerrent Cbuncil, Herring f.1anagerrent Plan, f>.A2-'91.
51'01i.d •

6Ed I~IEod, Liprran Marine Corporation, Gloucester, Ma.,
personal oommunication, 1978.

7~\:ma<Jerrent Cbuncil, Herring f\1anagerrent Plan, p. A2-39.
8Ib1'd ., p. A2- 93 .

9I bi d.

'rile finished herring product; is packed in 30 pound cartons, plate frozen,
stored and shipped. 1
'Ihe adult herring that is processed in these plants as supplied
by dorrestic fisherrren is harvested alnost totally off the roasts of
and t"l"line and to sorre extent R. I. .

~ss.

In 1976, about 7,6000 M'::' were

caught in the adult herring fishery off the Maine roast (in Stat. areas
511-513, see Figure 2) and 11,500 MT were caught in Massachusetts
Bay and Cape Cbd Bay (Stat. area 514).2
arrounted to 150 IvfI' for 1976. 3

HO\\ever, the R.1. catch only

These harvests were rrostly made near

shore f'rorn the Gulf of t-1aine stock.

The area east of Cape Cod (Stat.

area 520-526) has to date been insignificant as a herring fishing area
for dorrestic vessels.

In 1976, the dorrestic catch from this area (all

from Stat. area 521, Nantucket Shoals) only arrounted to 500 Mr, or 3
percent of the entire dorrestic catch of adult herring. 4
these harves ts were from the Georges Bank stack.

Hardly~::my of

Sorre may have been

harvested at certain tines of the year due to sorre stock interaction.
The potential of the Georges Bank stock will be detailed in a following
section.
'The food herring market is directed towards a variety of herring
products.

These products consist of canned, marinated, srroked, kippered,

salted or pickled herring, as well as, frozen headed and gutted (II & G)
frozen fillets and frozen whole herring.

5

The processing vessel oper-

ation to be analyzed in this study will primarily fillet and freeze the
adult herring.

There will be sorre quantities of herring being headed

and gutted and frozen along with sorre herring being frozen in whole
LIbido

2Ibid., p.A2-32.

310i d.

4I bid.

5Ibid., p.A2-93.

Figure 2.

Statistical Areas

SOURCE: New England Fishery Management Council and National
Marine Fisheries Service, Final Environmental Impact Statement/
Fishery Management Plan for the Atlantic Herring Fishery of the
Northw est Atlantic (Peabody, Ma.: New England Fishery Management
Council, 1979) p. A2-33.
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Juvenile Fishery
Juvenile and Adult Fishery
Adult Fi she ry
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faun.

The larqer herring will be filleted, whereas, the smaller herr-

ing will only be headed and gutted or frozen whol.e,

(Mult herring,

age three and older, are defined for industry guidance purposes as
being 9 Lnches or greater total natural length.l

LeVelOpITeilt of DJnestic Fisilery
Figure 3 and Table 1

Si10WS

hew the ex-vessel price paid for adult

herring has increased from 1965 to 1978.

Prior to 1970 the bulk of the

adult herring catch was of very lCM val.ue because of its destination to
fish rreal plants. 2

Hewever, with the expansion and developrrent of a

herring fillet rna.rket in West Germany, the ex-vessel price for adult
herring has been steadily increasing. 3

If it were not for this export;

market potential coupled with a needed supply for existing canneri.es
the donestic adul, t herring fishery would not have expanded.

However,

rrost of this added effort has been exerted. relatively near shore:

on

the Gulf of Maine stock, primarily, and to a lesser extent on the
Georges Bank/Southern New England stock.
As rrore he rri.nq processing pl.arrts opened in r-laine during the

seventies, the ex-vessel price for adult herring correspondingly in. creased (see Figure 3).

During the infancy of the adult herring pro-

ceasi.nq industry, about 1970, th3 catch rate of juvenile herring had
already started to decline.

'lhis decline in the avai.Lao.i Li,ty of the

juvenile her'r.inq coupled with the transfer of harvesting effort from
the juvenile landings from 19£8 to 1970 and ti1e corresponding sharp
lr-lanagenent Cbuncil, Supplenent to Herring Plan, p.8.
2r-lanagenent Cbuncil, Herring f\1anagenent Plan, p.A2-57.

3I b i d .

Fig. 3.

Domestic Landings and Prices
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TABLE 1
11J,:mnNl; LI\NDL Nl;S

Adult

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
and p.

SOURCES:
A2-94.

Juvenile

MI'

$/ton

MI'

5,423
10,798
6,518
14,348
21,520
20,249
9,599
13,246
20,812
19,870
17,978
20,656
32,530*
32,530*

49
27
33
38
38
45
63
73
67
73
97
132
146*
174*

21,451
29,891
22,659
11,119
12,408
19,498
16;~OO

19,142
15,182
30,195

f1magement Council, Herring Management Plan, p. A 2-17

*Figures are projected in the Supplement to Herring Plan,
appendix 5.
--

increase of adult landings from 1969 to 1971.

Even though the ex-

vessel price of adult herring rose only slightly, fishermen landed

record anounts of adult herring.
lis

a market developed for the adult herring the fisherrren landed

increasing anounts of adul.t; herring.

'lhere was no problem with the

supply but r'ather' with the pzevi.ous ·l i mited market for the adult herring
that had existed.

'Ihe ex-vessel price per ton for adult herring was not

actually a major factor for the increase in landings.

As can be seen

in Figure 3, the ex-vessel pr.i.ce remai.ned relatively constant between
1969 and 1971, whereas the landings increased about 230% for this

period.

Salle

'Ihe adult fishery has for the rrost part been a response or al-

ternat.ive to the juvenile fishery.
'Ihis new rrarket porent.i.a.l along with the corresponding increases
in ex-vessel prices for the adult
in the harvesting sect.or.

herri~g

has created new opportunities

Purse seining and pair trawling are the prin-

cipal fishing methods used for harvesting adult herring.

Irnrediately

prior to and during the spawning per.i.od, herring congregate in dense
schools making them economically feasible to purse seiners. 1

'Ihis

occurs dur.inq the sumter/fall fishery (July-Nov.)

At these ti.rres the

purse seiners dominate the harvesting of herring.

It is expected by the

Oow1cil that in 1978/79 that the j?urse seiners will have harvested 94%
of tile doires t.i.c adult herring landings from July to ~bv. 2
Dur i.nq the winter/spring fishery, ha.vever, the situation reverses.

'The herring are rrore dispersed and are typically rrore available to trawl
gear. 3

'!he Cbuncil predicts in 1978/79 that pair trawlers will have

harvested 80% of the adult herring landed during thi.s per'Lod, I:Ec.-June. 4

1Ibid., p. A2-6J.
~

A
2I b'd
1 . , p. A2. - 7 J.

)f

3Ib1'd.

4 Ibi d .

I~ishernen

have entered the adult herring fishery because they have

been attracted by the high catch rates, the increasing ex-vessel prices
and the profitable foreign markets. 1

The "t.radi.t.ional," fisheries of

the New England area (<XX1, haddock and f.lounder ) are being saddled by
many res trictions, regulations and quotas .imposod by the New .tngland
Fishery
II

~1anagerrent

Counci.L,

'The fishe:rrren are be inq forced out of these

t.radi,t.Lonal." fisheries ei ther economically, psychologically and/or phil-

osophi.cal.Ly ,

In this respect; fishernen view the adult herring fishery

as growing in irrportance by providing economic well-being. 2

Many

will fish adult herring using slack t.ine from other directed fisheries. 3
This slack t.ine can run anywhere between 3 rronths and 9 rronths each year. 4
'!he slow herring period is the sumre.r rrorrths of JW1e, July and August. 5
In 1976 (tile latest figures available) there W2re 33 vessels in the
New Ei1g1and directed adult herring f i.shery ,

6

'TWenty-six of these vessels

entered the adult herring fishery wi thin the previous ten years. 7
A participant in the directed adult fishery is oonsidered to be a vessel,
which lands at least 50% of its catch as adult herring on a trip when
adul t herring has men caught.

In 1976, these 33 vessels had a com-

bined catch of 18,100 MT of adult herring acoounting for 98% of the
total New England adult herring catch for that year.

However in the

sarre year there were 113 vessels that landed any adult herring either
from a directed fishing effort or as an incidental catch
1

.

~Ibld.,

p.A2-29.

~1ile

fishing

2
Ibid., p.A2-30.

4Ibid., p.A2-29
SNeW England Fishery ;1anagerrent Counci 1, personal cormoni.cat.ion, 1979.

6tJ1.anagerrent Council, Herring lla.nagenent Plan, p.lQ-28.
7Ibid., fl. A2-29.

.' J

for other species. 1

As explained above, these vessels were prirrarily

harvesting adult herring f'rom the Gulf of Maine stock near to the coasts

of Maine and MassacllUsetts.
~Djeci:iVG

of the Hcrri!YJ fishery !'-1;}nagcll....c irt Plan

'!he overall intent of the Cbuncil is to slow down and s tabl.i.ze
the harvest of adult herring from the Gulf of !·13.ine stock and to begin
rebuilding that stock, without detrirrentally

affecting or causing undue

harrishi.p for either the purse seiners or pair trawlers in area 5Y. 2

1he Counc.i I extends all possible encouragerrent towards the developrrent
of a fall adult herring fisher} on Ceorges Bank, area 5Z. 3

Even

though the Cbuncil has increased the overall OY for the Gulf of

~1aine

stock from the previous year of 1978/79, they still prefer transfer of
effort onto the Georges Bank stock.

The recomrended level of catch

from the ceorges Bank stock may be significantly increased in future
years if given evidence of successful recrui. trrent. 4
"An i.rr{:ortant limitation of the U.S. herring fishery lies in its

inability to harvest the offshore stocks, because the herring deteriorated quickly and U.S. vessels have not been equipped to prevent
spoilage. ,,5

Even though doreatii c f'i.sherrren have dr-araat.i cal.Ly increased

their harvests of adult herring, this effort has been exerted relatively
near shore, primarily upon the Gulf of .1aine stock.

v-1he..'1 the adult

IIbid., p.A2-21.
2r-Janagerrent Cbuncil, Herring r1anagerrent Plan, p.ii.
3I bid., p.9.
4Idem, Sup~le.iTent to ."1anagerrent Plan, p, 8.
5Vidaeus, Foreig!1 cauand, p.5L

I

J

herring was only used for reduction purpose and/or for lobster bait
the quality was of very Li,tUe significance.

However, nCM that the

adul t herring is be.i.nq processed for human consurrption the processors
are demandi.nq a high-quality fish.

'Ib

provide the hi.qh-qual i.ty fish,

herring f i.sherman have to fish within 6-10 hours of port. 1
'!he deterioration probl

exper'i.enced with herring is the major

reason why the U. s. has never developed a herring fishery on C€orges
Bank.

u.s.

vessels are still not fully capaol,e of fishing in the distant

--h:l

waters of C£orges Balk (area 5Ze).
sons:

This is pri.narily due fur t...o rea"-

1.) the vessels do not have adquate refri

.... ation systems, and

2.) current herring vessels are not large enough. 2
Herring does not keep well in ice alone, the ITOst eorrrron rrethod of
preserving fish on board vessels.

The herring vessels need either refri-

gerated sea water (RS:'1) or chilled sea wate r (CSW) to reduce the bacterial deterioration of the herring.

Bowever, fat oxidation (rancidity)

is another major concern for herring harvested offshore.
ffiii will not diminish the fat oxidation very much. 3

ex..o ensive to Lns cal.L

Oil.

vessels.

RSW and

RSW and CSW are

Still after the expenditure for such

capi.cal. .irrproverrerrts on the vessels the overall quality of the herring
landed still may not be of acoeptiaol.e quality due to the fat oxidation
problems.
The current herring vessels operating nearshore are all less
than 150 gross tons. 4

These vessels are not totally capable of safely

lRobert Taber, commercial fisherman, Wakefield, R.I., personal
communication, 1979.
2Vidaeus, Foreign Demand , p.51.
3J a n Johnson, class notes of FHT 518, University of Phode Island, 1977.
4Vidaeus, Foreign Dernand , p.51.

I

venturing to Georges Bank to fish for adult herring while it spawns
in dense schools on the eastern part of the Bank during the period August to October. l

In addition to the safety ronsiderations these vessels

can not physically transport enough of th i.s 8-lQ¢/b1. herring back to

l-

port to justify the t.irm and costs Lnvolved with a t.r i.p to (eorgos
Bank.

The vessels in

i~w

England that are capao.Ie of fishing for this

adult herring have traditionally been used for groundfish. 2

These

larger groundfish vessels coul.d do the fishing as an alternative to
the excess capacity eXPerienced in the groundfish fisheries and to the
myriad regulations presently involved with the groundfish fisheries.
However, they would still .:::>e faced with the quality-control problems
associated with the herring by the tine they returned to por t ,
In order to utilize the Georges Bank adult herring stock nore effectively and to provide for transfer of effort out of roth the 5Y adult
herring fishery and the groundfish fisheries a rre thod needs to l:e deve Ioped to provide for the alleviation of the deterioration probl.ems ,
The proposed operation of a processing vessel in the adult herring
fishery will be able alleviate these qual.i,tyJroblerrs.

The vessel

will provide an offshore market for the Georges Bank herring, thereby,
providing encouraqerrent; for increased explotation of this stock.

Har-

vesting vessels will be able to rraintain a directed Georges Bank herring fishery or l:e able to fish D1e herring as a alternative from
other fisheries.
lIbido

2Ibid.

/

SUPi?lenent to Herring

~'1anC1<;erre:nt

Plan

In Sept:ernber 1979 the Counoi.L issued an arrendment to the herring
managerrent plan.

'lhis arrendrren t, arronq other things, "... es tablishes

a new OY for the Gulf of M:line and Ceorges Bank and South areas including an allocation of 2,000 MT to Canada from Georges Bank. ,,1
Figure 4).

(see

This allocation to Canada from Georges Bank is in accor-

dance with the Treaties between the U.S. and Canada fran Georges Bank
in regards to fishing and boundary disputes on Georges Bank.

'Ihe

treaties are subject to ratification in the U.S. Senate.
'Ibtal rerrovals of adult herring (age 3 and older) from area 5Y
(Gulf of ~1aine) have, over the past decade, averaged about 30,000 Hr. 2
On the basis of historical catch rates, the historical relationship to

the entire herring resource, and, based upon proportional rerroval from
other resource eorrponerrts , the Counci.L has set an OY of 30, 000 f.fi' for
area 5Y. 3

'lhe expected resource rerroval,s from the Georges Bank stock,

ha.vever, will be well be low historic levels--....h en the foreign fleets
were harves ting the herring on Georges Bank ,

In actual proportions,

then, the expected harvest from the Gulf of Maine stock will be greater,
in relation to extractions from the entire resources than warranted

qy

historic harvests.
L'1 detennining the area/season allocations of this adult herring

resourCE the Council had to consider the projected stock interactions.
'!he area allocations, shown on Figure4, reflect the perceived stock interactions at certain tines of the year.

The 5Z/SA6 allocations of

INe\V' England Fishery ~t1anagerrent Council, Final Supplerrent to
Environrrental Impact Statenent, Ar.ended and Pe9Ulatory Analysis for
Atlantic Herring Fishery M3.nagenent Plan (Peabcdy, Mass: New
England Fishery Managerrent Council, 1979), p. i.
2Ibid.,p.2.

Ibid., p.5.

Fi®:I:e 4

TOTAL ALLOWABLE CATCH LEVELS

OF HERRING AGE 3 AND OLDER BY
AREA AND PERIOD

I

T

r---.----

5Y North
. July-Nov. 179: 8,850 MT

rI

!~~~------~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~-----5Y South
July-Nov. 179: 9,000 MT
Apr.-Jun. 180: 1,530 MT

J

ICNAF
4X

Cashes Ledge
Pooled 5Y/South, 5Z/SA6 East of 71.°50'
Dec. 79-Ma r. 180: ·12, 000 MT
I

L_

~_~
I

5Z/SA6:

10,000 MT Domestic
2,000 MT Canadian

Jul.-Nov. 179 (all areas)
Dec. 179-Mar. 180 (West of 71°50 1)
Apr.-Jun. 180 (all areas

·

~

{

-p~
I

I

ICNAF 5Zw

(Southern New Eng1 and)

I

Nantucket
Shoals

ICNAF 5Ze

I

-I

10,000 Mt for dorrestic fisherrren and 2,000 MT for Canadian is expected
to -traw upon the ('-€Orges Bank herring stock during the t.ime-per.iods
projected.

However, for the winter R.1. fishery, from Dec, to I-larch,

there is an allocation of 3,000 MT for the area SZ/SA6 east of nOso'
Lomj.i tilde.

stock.

'lh.i.s fishery Ls re xpcc cod to druw upon the CuI f of r-laine

Therefore, this 3,000 MT cones from the "Pooled SY/South,

SZ/SA6 East of

n °SO'

Dec,

'79 to f1ar. '80:

12,000 ~.1T"

allocation

(see Figure 4).
In surnnary, therefore, areas SZ/SA6 will receive a total allocation
of lS,OOO MT, including the Canadian allocation.

Ilowever , of that

arrount, 3,000 Mt in the winter RIo f i.shery is expected to be herring
from the Gulf of Maine stock and the other 12,000 :-iT is expected to be
herring from I the Georges Bank herring stock.

Given the probable s t.ren-

qtl) of recent, recruitrent to all resource corrponents, these levels of

optimum yield nay result in rrore rapid rebuilding of the Georges Bank
stock than the Gulf of Maine stock) s inoe for the Georges Bank stock
allowable rerroval.s remain limited.!

'Ihe Gulf of Maine stock has a

lot of pressure exerted upon it from both the juvenile and the adult
fisheries.

The Georges Bank stock has had little pressure exerted upon

it since the foreign fishing fleets were restricted by the enacbrent of
the FGlA.
Herring Pote!1tial
Foreign Fishing for herring off the !'€w England coast dates back
to the early 1960's.

Vessels from the U.S.S.R. started fishing for

herring in the Georges Bank area. 2
lIbid., p.3.

During the mid 1960's fishing

2 Idern, Herring Managerrent Plan, p.A2-62.

fleets fran Poland, East
on ~rges

I3ank.l

~rmany

~'€st ~rmany

and

joined the Soviets

'!hese fleets consisted of mid-water trawlers, freezer-

trawlers, and large factory ships.

'Ihere were about 900 to 1, 000

foreign vessels annually fishing in the international waters from ib va
Scotia to cape Hatteras during the late 1960 I s to the early 1970 IS. 2
Ta0les2 & 3 shows the annual foreign adult herring catch compared
to the annual dorres tic adult herring catch for areas 5 Z/SA6 and area 5Y.
Figure 5 schema.tically shows the relationship between the foreign
adult herring harvests and the dorms t.i.c adult herring harvests for
5 Z/SA6 and 5Y.

As can be seen from these charts the dorms tic herring

harvest has been relatively rni.ni.scnl.e in comparison to the foreign
herring harvests for the past two decades.
The major i ty of the foreign harvest core from areas 5Z and SA6.
'Ihe foreign fleets concentrated their effort on Georges Bank (5Ze)
during the fall ~ng season. 3

In 1975 alone, 99 % of the foreign

harvest was taken from area 5Ze. 4
'!hese foreign fleets only cane under catch qu:>tas L1 1972.
IC:JAF Irrposed individual national quotas from the period 1972 to 1976. 5
'!he U.S. withdrew from ICNAl.? at the end of 1976 and began regulating the
herring fisheries subsequent to the FCMA enactrrent; on 1 March 19:77.
Foreign herring fisheries v.Ere initially regulated by a Preliminary
Managerrent Plan (PMP) prepared by the Dept., of Corrmarce and Lssued
on the 22 February 1977 in the Federal Register.
ted the foreign fishing activities.

Under ·the PMP the foreign adult

herring allocation for 1977 was about, 20, 000
lIbido

2 Ibi d., p.A2-67.

3Ibid.

'Ihe PMP only regula-

4roi d.

.~

of which only about
5I bi d.

TABLE 2
HARVEST OF ADULT HERRING
AREAS SZ AND SA6
(~IT)

liSA

Fore i gil

Total

1967

1,211

217,532

218,743

1968

758

372 ,840

373,598

1969

3,678

307,080

310,758

1970

2,011

245,283

247,294

1971

3,822

263,552

267,374

1972

2,782

171,408

174,190

1973

4,627

193,081

197,708

1974

3,385

144,585

147,970

1975

4,582

141,504

146,086

1976

735

41,400

42,135

SOURCE:

Management Council, Herring Management Plan, p. A2-65.

TABLE 3
~~RVEST

OF ADULT HERRING
AREA 5Y
(MT)

USA

Foreign

1967

2,581

6,601

16,748

1968

10,403

21,497

37,158

1969

4,834

27,572

33,600

1970

13,564

26,623

44,684

1971

19,077

19,498

38,575

1972

18,698

24,220

42,918

1973

5,201

11,658

16,859

1974

10,233

7,786

18,019

1975

16,864

4,666

21,530

1976

19,204

1,000

20,204

SOURCE:

Total

Management Council, Herring Management Plan, p. A2-66.
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1,600 MT \\ere actually harvested.

1

'Ihe herring fisheries managerrent

pl.an (FMP), prepared by the regional m:magerrent council, took effect

in August of 1978.

The FMP regulates both the foreign fishing fleets

and the. dorrestic f.i shi.nq fleet.
Cbuncil, by

'Ihc

IT'CMS

of tho hcrr i.nq f'MP, has cs tab Li shed an OY

of 12,000 HI' for the Georges Bank herring stock.

In relation to the

arrount; of herring that the foreign fleets were able to harvest for the
decade prior to the FQ-1A enactment; (average of 224, JOO MT per year, see
Figure 5), this present OY appears to be greatly undercalculated.

Thus

herring stocks may legi timately be ext:remely low due to the large foreign
harvests.

However, the U.S. alternatively could be preserving this

stock for the expected U.S. expansion into the Georges Bank herring
fishery.

If the Cbuncil-determined OY for the herring stock equals the

estimated dorrestic catch (EDC) there is no surplus and consequently no
a Llowab.Ie level of foreign fishing for herring.

'.r.1e result is that Arrer-

ican fishermen do not have to corrpe te .vith any foreign fishing fleets
while expanding and developing a dorrestic Georges Bank adul t herring
fishery.

'Ihis expansion of effort by l\nerican fisherrren can parallel

the recovery and rebuilding of the herring stock.

Lars Vidaeus, a

forner s taff econorni.s t for the Cbuncil, has stated in relation to the
G~orges

Bank herring stock that:

" . .. the present managerrent strategy aims at rebuilding
the stock to a level which woul.d permi.t; an estimated HSY
of 120,000 tons per year. :vith good reeruitrrent equal
to the average annual level of the past eleven years
the desired stock size may 00 reached relatively soon. ,,2

~~WS, Fisheries 1977, p. xiii.
2Vidaeus, Foreign Demand, p.53.

QIAPTLR II

PIDDucrION OF AND :\1l\HKE'IS FOR

OOMESTIC ADUL'l'

HER'li.~G

lbrres tic Production
'Ihe filleting and freezing of adult herring in

·~e\V

directly airred at providing a raw material input to the
herring processing inJustry.l

~';est

~"€st

German

There has been a rontinued market expan-

sion along with pr.i.ce increases in
fillets.

England is

~vest

This increase in demand for

Germany for frozen herring

u.s.

herring fillets in the

Gernan market has stLnulated U. S. production of fillets am has

created

u.s.

interest in the adult herring in areas 5Z and SA6. 2

'!he expansion of both the U.S. processing and harvesting sectors
~as

followed the climb of CIF prices for herring fillets in

many. 3

ve3t

(CIF is the acronym for Cbst, Insurance, and Freight.

Ger-

This

tenninology refers to the pricing arrangement between the exporter am
the i.nlfx:>rter such rhat; the exporter assurres responsibility for shipping
and associated charges to deliver the product at the importer' 5 port.s )
Table 4 and Fiqure 6 detail the sharply increasing

u.s.

~roduction

of

frozen fillets and the value per ton of these fillets both at the U.s.
plant and at the vest German port ,

As can be seen fran the Table and

lManagerrent Cbuncil, Herring iv1anageITEI1t Plan, ,.).A2-:H.
2Idem, SUP?lerrent to aerring Plan, p.16.
3Idem , Herring r-1anagerrent Plan, p.A2-106.

TAuLE 4
DOMeSTIC pROUUCl ION OF AND PRICCS I'OR
HCRldNLi FILLCTS AND t1t,Gs

11f.t:
~1'1'

l 'ilJl'!""
~) /

t on

~1T

:~ / I

OIl

.197:2

35'J.2

L87

4,3~5.6

2u4

1~73

tJ61.4

2/6

1,89b.6

.j75

.1974

93tl.9

485

.j,5t:l3.4

70.1

19 '/5

2,07tJ

37~

4,'J69.8

5~1

1976

.1,5:£5.5

374

6,429.3

5'/5

1~77

.1,4j5

5~1

5,74.l.1

'171

.197t:l

2,:286

640

'J,147.L

1,U68

.197'J

3,465

904

.13 , sso»

1 ,£35~;

19t:l0

4,514

1,u50

.15 ,U58~;

1 ,440~;

Sources: Management Council, Herring Management Plan, p.AL-9L,;
ldem, £upplement to Herring plan, appendix.; and NMFS, Fisheries of U.S.
1978.
~';rigures

HerrJ.ng Plan.

are projected by Management Council in

~plement

to
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Figure, the

u.s.

production of herring fillets in response to the con-

tinued increases in foreign demand has jt.mped from 1896 MI' in 1973 to
9,147 MT in 1978--equivalent to an increase of 382% in 5 years.
Cb\IDcil has estimated that

u.s.

The

production of fillets will increase to

l3,3(i0 Mr in 1979 and to 15,058 Ml' in 1980. 1

'Ihc 1980 projected fig-

ures represents an increase of 61% in 2 years from the 1978 production
level.

The Counc i L has also projected that the elF prices at W=st

(£rman

ports will increase to $1,569 fer ton in 1980 an increase of

159% in 5 years. 2
For the per.iod 1972 to 1976 there has been an average of 4 ti..1 TeS
~I &

as many herring fillets produced than

G herri.nq (see Table 4).

Based upon the 4: 1 ratio and the fact that H

&

G figures were only

available unt.i L 1976, this study has projected the ereount, of H
product.ion for the years 1977 to 1980.

'rhe prices for H & G herring

were available up to 1977 and "for 1979.
in 'Iabl,e 4 a..'1J. on Figure 6.

s G

These prices are listed

'lh2 1980 and 1981 prf.ces are projected

from the recent trend in the II

& r;

prices.

'Ihese prices have gener-

ally paralleled the rising fillet ?riC8s.
Data for frozen whole herring are only avai.Laol.e for a few years.

In 1976, 2,800 j·iT of ne.rr.inq were frozen in whole form for further
prooessinq in :ve s t Germany. 3

The averaged elF price fo the period

lIdem, SU22 l e r.e n t to Herring Plan, appendi.x 3.
2'Ihe I-1anag8lTent Cbuncil has used J:x:>th : the elF prices and the u.s.
plant prices from 0lMFS in the determina-cion of the manaqerrent; regirre
for the herring fishery. 'lhis study, bough, will use the data from
i.~S for the prices per ton quoted at tne U. S. processing plants.
These prices will generally average about, $100 to ~200 per ton less
than the CIF pr.i.ces in vest Cermany , Lars Vidaeus, staff economist,
~'1ew lligland I'i.shery :'13.nage:rent Cbuncil, Peabody, !-1a . , personal (X)IT[I1unication, 1978.
3Manager[ent oounci.L, ~-lerring ManageITEnt Plan, p.A2-9l.
) /

1972 to 1376 for frozen wno.le herring was

~3l9

CIF price in 1976 was only $284 per ton. l
up to S330/ton.

2

per ton, havever, the

'!he price in 1977 was back

TI1e frozen whole herring price has averaged about

3.5 tines the ex-vessel pr i.oa paid to fishenren for whole herring (see

Table 1).

The rrost recent 1980 pr i.ce for frozen

w~101e

herring is the

erF price in r~st Germany of $926 per ton. 3
These pri.ces are sorre'..7"1at S)otty a'1.<1, therefore, a projection for
cJorrestic frozen whole herring prioes for 1980 to 1381 is tenuous.

How-

ever assuming shipping charges of $150-200 per ton to 'Nest C,ema:.lj,
assuming 'Q1a t frozen whole

~rioes

parallel the rising ex-vessel

~rires,

and assuming averages for the full year this study wi.Ll use frozen
prices of

~GO()

~~le

per Wi1 and $750 per ton for ele years 1980 and 1981,

resi:Jectively.
Fish rrea.l and fish oil are
herring proceas.inq,

b>JO

i.m..JOrtant industrial products of

Table 5 and Figure 7 list the ;lerrL'1t] fish meal. and

fish oil production and prices from 1971 to 1978.

Figure 7 lists rhe

prices for the fish meal, and oil for t.:le period and then are projected
for 1980 and 1981.

'The F..pril 1980 price for fish neal is a little under

$4JO/~IT, while the fish oil price is slightly higher at about $SOO/MT. 4
Th~

prices for 1981 are projected on

Fi~Jre

7 to be $420/MT and

$520/~

for fish meal, and fish oil, respectively.
For the purposes of its calculations arrl figures, the Council
IT:-'d
-LUl . , p.A2-107.

2r.JHFS , Market ~~ews Division, Gloucester, Ha., personal
communication, 1980.
3 Ibi d .

4Ed ~vlcI.eod, personal conmmications, 1980.

TABLE 5
I"I ~;II

MT

MEI\ L I\ND 1"J~) 1 1 OIl,
PRODUC'J'ION

$/ton

Mr

$/ton

1971

5,189

165

5,856

176

1972

5,487

211

5,064

198

1973

4,457

443

1,724

309

1974

3,191

397

1975

3,581

299

1,598

220

1976

4,338

373

2,075

375

1977

2,294

350

440

485

1978

374

418

SOURCFS: u.s. Department of Cormnerce, National M:trine
Fisheries Service, Industrial Fishery Products, Annual Summary 1977,
Current Fisheries Statistics No. 7502 (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1979) p , 21.; and Idem, Fisheries of the U.S. 1978,
Current Fisheries Statistics No. 7800 (l,.lashinet;on, D.C~ Government
Pr lnt.tng Office, 1979) p , 52 . and p. 53.
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estimates that the average yield on herring is about 40% by weight. 1
By corro.i.ni.nq mat yield with the overall catch data in Table 4 along

with the H

&

is derived.

G production, a yield of 60% by weight for i:I & G herring

'Ihe yield is 100% for the frozen whole herring.

Fish

nnaI and fish oil have yields of Into 20% and 10% by weight, rospec. 1 s-:?
tive

~his

study will use a yield of 19% for L,e fish meal.

'lhe

fish meal and fish oil are princi?ally derived from the offal (waste),
however, some smaller or damaged fish and other species may also be
included at times.
For the data that are available for U.S. adult herring production
the ratios between D1e various major .?roducts are listed in Table 6.
'Ihese figures do not represent yield figures.

'Iheae percents relate

to the arrount by weight of the initial ex-vessel herring that actually
resul ts in each of tnese products.
upon the

~>JeW

'Ihese percents and ratios are based

England adult herring processing industry's average pro-

duction for the past several years.

This stilly will base the expected

production on board the processing· vessel upon these industry ratios.
By using these ratios this stu::ly will be able to calculate how much

of each product; 'Nill be .?roduced by the processing vessel for a certain
arrount of raw adult herring supplied to the vessel.

'These results will

be rnul t.ip.Li.ed by the 2rojected prices for each product for the years
1980 and 1981.

The 50% offal figure in Table 6 reprasarrts that arrount

of the .in.i.t.i.al, herring that is avai.Lao.le for the reduction to fish rreal
and fish oil.
lrvlanagerrent Council, Supplerrent to Herring Plan, appendi.x 5.
2Ed r~Leod, personal corrnmi.cat.i.on , 1980.

TABLE 6
PERCENT PRODUCTION FROM RAW MATERIAL
30%

frozen fillets

7%

frozen H&G'5

13%

frozen whole

50%

offal for reduction

100%

total

1'€st German Market
The bulk of the internationally traded food herring takes the fresh
and frozen whole, headed & gutted or fillet form.

The market revolves

around the need of the vest G=r:ma:.1 herring processing irrlustry to supplerrent their dorres t.i,c supplies of fresh and frozen herring. 1

Iri

1977/78 there 'Nas nearly no deep frozen herring production at all by
the West Cermcm fleets. 2

Prices have been continually escalating due

to the catch limi tations in the :.-Jorth sea and other' ocean areas. 3
Therefore, the

~Iest

Gennan processing industry began relying rrore and

rrore upon i.rrported herring to satisfy their needs.

'fuese i..rrports were

both in a raw unprocessed form (e.g. whole frozen) or in ITDre processed

forms (e.g. fillets).
West Germa"y is the world's largest i.rrporter of fish neal.

'fuis

is primarily due to the cont.i.nuous trend of Gennan eorrpani.es to dirninish their product.ion capacities for fish neal due to the decrease in
the rtM :naterial supply by the West CerIl"a11 fishing

fleet.

Essentially all of the adult herring production in the
p:>rted to vest Gennany.4
herring fillets in

{~st

u.s.

is ex-

'Ihe dramatic increase in demand for U.S.

Cenmny has resulted in a dramat.i,c increase of

U.S. production of herring fillets. 5

Table 4 and Figure 6 exhibit

this rapid increase of U.S. production for both frozen fillets and
frozen 11

&

G's.

It is anticipated that the production of herring

lManagerrent Oouncil, :~rring ~Bnagerrent Plan, p.A2-103.
2Fereral ~1inistry of Food, Agriculture and Forestry, Jahresbericht
liber die ~utsche Fischwirtschaft 1977/78 (Ai1I1Ual Rep:>rt on CerT.1m1
Fisheries 1977/78) (l'€st CErmany: Federal Statistical Office, 1978), p.32.
3Ibid., p.48.

4 Idem, Supplerrent to Herring Plan, p , 1 6 .

3?

5 Ibi d .

products from this proceas.inq vessel will be directed into the vest
German market.
r111e acute demand by west Germany for the raw herring made them
willing to pay $160-$175 per ton "as-is, where-is" in 1976/77 for herring allocated on Georges [ku"lk. l

Arierican f i.sherrren at t:1at tine were

only receiving $70-$100 per ton for herring landed at port.,
Figure 2) 2

(see

'Ihe $160 per ton prLce , however, was only 8% of the price

for processed herring in the v.;est German retail rrarkets, L,e , $2,000
per ton. 3
The average annual ronsumption of food herring (1964-1973) in
vest Cermany anourrts to 250,000 MT, whereas, the total io'est European
average annual, consumpt.Lon arrounts to 6000,000 r-n,.4

It is estirrated

that half of the North Sea landings of herring in the \-est European
market were used for reduction to fish rreal, and fish oil. 5
However, in corroar.i.son to the data in 'I'aoLe 6 the W=st EuropeanperCE..'1t
of the herring supply for reduction to fish real and fish oil is the
sarre as the percent of the Anerican herring supply for reduction to
fish neal and fish oil.

'Ihe overall production ratios and . yields in

ve5tem Europe essentially equal the overall production ratios and
yields in the

u.s.

lLarS Vidaeus, personal conmunication, 1979.

2Ibid.

3Managerrent Cbuncil, Herring 1-1anagerrent Plan, p.A2-103.
4Ibid., ?A2-103.

5Ibid., p.A2-98.

DJrrestic Processing and !I:rrvesting Sectors
'lhe nerrinq processing industry is very seasonal.

Employrrent

opcoz tuni, ties peak during the winter/spring herring fishery and again
during tile sUllller/fall fi::3h~ry.l 'l'he winter/s~ring fishery is supp.Li.ed
by Hhode Island and i1:llne pai.r trawlers whereas the

sLlrl1l~r/fall

fishery

is supplied rros t.Ly by purse seiners from Hassachusetts and l'mne. 2
Of the 550 persons seasonally ernt>loyed in the

L~ew

J:ngland herring fish-

ery, 145 were fisherrren directly involved in the f i.shi.nq operation. 3
In Gloucester alone, the winter herr.inq fishery providesl/loYrrent
for 100 people who were either uneropl.oyed, underereployed or in another
fishery. 1

'Ihe cont.i.nued market; expansion in ~st C?errran and the sub-

sequent favorable export market for the U.S. has driven up

u.s.

produc-

tion of fillets and will stimulate U.S. fishing in 5Ze and SA6.:>
In order to harvest enough adult her r.inq for the increased dorrea-

tic production to satisfy the

~st

German desire for herring the dorres-

tic harvesting effort needs to be redirected to fish for adult herring in area 5Ze (the Georges Bank stock).

'!he U.S. fishing fleet with

its excess capacity in the groundfish fisheries is capable of harvesting adult herring in

5~

and SA6 since they can easily s.ri f t target

species to adult herring. 6

HOY/ever,"Witil the present refrigeration

systems on board their vessels me landed herring v.Duld not be of
acceptaDle quality for human consumption.

'!he U.S. is capable of har-

vesting rrore adult herring but cannot provide the required quality
because the processors are too far awaj from where the fish will be
caught.

1 Ibid., ?A2- 29.

2Ib. ld.
o

3Ibi d .

4Ib i d . , p.A2-30.

5 Idem, Supplerrent to Herring Plan, p. 16 •

6rol"d.

Fuel is becomi.nq a very signi ficant cost to fisherrren.

Fisherrren

have to ITEke their trips rrore fuel efficient, an terns, of steaming

tirre, value of catch and the actual catch rates for the fish.

Adult

herring can produce very high catch rates, thereby, al.Lowi.nq the fisherrren to fill the holds of their vessels quickly.

HO,vever, in relation

to such fish as cod, haddock or flounder, herring is a Io;...-t=>riced fish.
'!herefore , to steam back to por t; with a load of herring that is quickly
deteriorating is not as profitable as with a load of higher-prired fish .
..>I>

~

The fuel costs each trip would take a Larqe rchunk of the gross stock.
I

If the fishing vessel were able to unload its catch at least once a
day while at Georges Bank, it could conceivably be able to harvest quite
a

fe~.

full holds of herring fer each round trip to Georges Bank.

'Iherefore, me nonproductive tirre and cost involved with the long steaming tirre to and from port; would be spread over several full holds of
fish.
'Ihe operation of a herring-;?rocessing vessel on Georges Bank would
alleviate many probl.ems experienced by the harvesting sector, by providing a rnady market; for their catch.

'Ihe operation of a processing

vessel would be able to purchase the freshly-caught hezr.i.nq while it
was still in top-qoal.i ty and, consequent.Iy , would be able to produce a
high-quality product for ex:.x:>rt.
ing each

~ay

By be.inq available to purchase herr-

the fishermen will be able to unload

t~eir

vessls often,

thereby, essentially increasing the harvesting capacity of their vessels
several fold.

Fishernen would also be able to reduce their overall

fuel consmptrion due to the decreased

airount;

of steaming tirre in rela-

tion to the fuel constnpt.ion and steaming tirre involved wi, th unloading back in port.

40

i-lerring QuaE ty

As detailed previously the operation of a herring processing vessel
is advantageous in that a freshly-caught fish is processed and frozen.
~e high-quality of Georges Bank he.rr.i.aq has to be maintained throuqhout;

the processing operations.

The success or failure of a processing vessel

is contingent upon that maintenance of high-quality.

'Ihe herring Impor-:

ters in Europe demand a top-quali ty product and wi t:1 sound processing
practices a vessel should be able to produce the quality product that
is desired.
Fish frozen whole at-sea imrediately after be inq caught, when
thawed on shore, can be used in much the sane way as freshly-caught
fish on s :lOre. l

sea-firozen £ish, if ,?roperly handled, can

re

.Actually the quality may

undistinguishable from fresh fish;

virtually

re

consid-

erably be cter than fish kept in ice for rrore than a few days. 2

'Ihe

proper handling consists of the quick rroverrent; of the fish be low decks.
Once be low decks the fish should De constantly sprayed with seawater
to keep the fish cool. 3

.'1ot only does the cool seawater retard spoil-

age, it also wa3hes the fish and stops the olood from clotting. 4
'Ihe processors' demand for herring is differentiated with respect
to a number of product characteristics.
istics are:
of fish. 5
ation.

'Ihe nost irrportant character-

size, fat content, finmess of fish flesh, and freshness
Obviously the size of the herring is an .inpor tant; consider-

'!he processing machines can handle fish of a certain size range.

lUnited ~lations , Fisheries and Agricultural Organization,
Freezing in Fisheries (FAD Technical Paper no. 167), 1977, p.65
2 Ibid., p.66.

3 Ibid., p.67.

" °d
4 r 01.

5Vidaeus, Foreign Deroand , p.83.

JI

Within this size range (a range that rrost adult herring will be in) the
machine will process the sane mnnber of fish whether they are at the
larger end of the range or at the srnalLer end.

'Iherefore, if nore

larger fish go through the machine then there will be rrore product;
weight than would be the situation

wi, th

smaller fish.

Historically, a drop in fat content, f rom 18-14% to 8-9% has
typically resulted in a reduction of the export price of sorre 10%.1
A further reduction of fat to 3-4% results in a price reduction of
20-30%.2

the fat content of the herring decreases duri:1g the post

spawning and winter season at which t.irre the herring is at its leanest
of 3-4% fat. 3

During the spring and prior to spawning the fish are

terned "Feedy" and the fat content increases to over 20%.4
price is then at its highest.

-p

'Ihe processing yield for fillets q..ff-o

The export

a pound of raw fish varies

inversely to the fat content and consequently the export price.

With

a Iowar fat content the yield tends to increase but the export price
tends to decrease.

If the fat content exceeds 20% the yield decreased

from '15-47% down to 30-35% for fillets, but the expor t price increases. 5
Tne average yield for fillets is about 40% for a yearly average. 6
'Ihe firmness of the fish flesh is another important consideratio:1
of herring processors.

Soft, "feedy" fish are nore prone to be damaged

both during unloading and during cutting. 7

Soft fish can jam the cutt-

Lnq machines, thereby, s lowinq down operations.

Even though, the soft

fii.sh has to be nandl.ed delicately and t.i1e overall yield for the fillets

lManagellEI1t Cbuncil, aerring :1magerrent Plan, p.A2-93.
3Ibid.

4 Thi d.

5Ibid.

2Ibid.

6 Idem, Supplerrent to Herring Plan, p.16.

7Idem, Herring Managerrent Plan, ?A2-93.

is generally lOW' it receives the highest product price.

'!he firmness

of the flesh is also determined to a lesser extent by the freslmess

of the fish.

Fresher fish will generally be fimer.

'!he freshness of the herring is another factor that processors
are very concerned with.

As the ti.ne between being caught and being

processed increases, the quali ty of the herring decreases.

One of

the major deteriorating factors, arronq others, is due to the guts.
'Ihez'e are several important reasons \J1y fish should be gutted as soon

as possible after they are caught.

'!hese reasons include:

a , ) renoval of the guts reduces spoi.Laqe brought about by
the digestive juices in the guts attacking the belly wall;

b.) efficient gutting also releases the blood from the fish;
and
c.) the liver, which contains a fat that is highly perishable
and could becorre rancid, is renoved.
In addition to these reasons, herring is a fatty and oily fish and,
therefore, can becorre rancid very easily.
oxitiation.

Rancidity is due to fat

By freezing the fish the frozen water essentially s lows

the oxygen transfer, thereby, re tardiriq rancidity. 2
process begins as soon as the fish dies.

'!he fat oxi.dat.ion

It is, therefore, i..rrperative

to process the fish as quickly as possible.
'!he export market; for herring products is continuing its rapid
expansion in size and in vol.une ,

'!he Georges Bank herring stock can

provide the raw raateri at input needed by the

u.s.

processing industry

in order to participate in this expor t; herring market, but the supply
is too far away from the place of demand.

'lhe need and advantage is

derronst.rated for a herring processing-vessel.

However, the question

remains whether it is economically feasible to operate an Arrerican-flag
lUnited i\1ations, Freezing, p.67.

2

Johnson, class notes.

processing-vessel in the Georges Bank herring fishery.

'l'he next chapter

of this study will examine sorre of the legal, institutional and econonical considerations involved with a fish-processing vessel venture.

GIAP'illR III

illGl\L, IXnUHlCAL AND IiJS'l'I'IU'l'IOl'JAL

CDNSI0ERATIONS

I:bcurrentation of a Processing Vessel
'Ihere are several orqani.zatii.onal, and legal al ternatives t.:1roUgh
which a person or corrpany could oper-ate a fish-processing vessel wi thi.n
the

u.s.

fishery oonservation zone ,

vessel will b9 under; the

u.s.

'This study will assure that the

flag, t':1ereby, recef.vi.nq the rights and

pri vi.Leqes reserved in the FCMA and arrendITents for the U. S. processing
industry.

As the errendrrerrt to the FO'A states:

"The tenn 'U. S • fish prooessore ' ')rreans facili ties ~ or ~ ted
within the u.s. for, and vesselS of the U.S. used or equipped for, the processing of fish for comnercial use or cons unption. "I
'lb operate a herring processing vessel off of Southern iJew England

in the U. S. fishery conservation Zone (FeZ) a person or corcpany could e
a.) purchase an existing foreign-buil t processing vessel; b , ) oonvert
an existing rrerchant vessel into a processing vessel; and/or c , ) have
a processing vessel built.
'Ihis study will define all vessels as being self-propelled.

Non-

self propelled vessels or barges do have applications in varzous parts
of the U.S., primarily Alaska.

A floating processing barge is very

appealing, initially, due to the diminished crewing requirerrents and

Ip.L. 95-354,

sec. 3, 92

Stat. 519 (1978).

~-

the very high processing capacity that can be arranged on board.
Pecently, West Cbast firms have spurred an interest in the operation of
processing bar<]es. l

'Ihese barges, however, are in tended for use in

the Aleutic:m Islands, in places where there presently are no shoreside
facilities. 2

'lhey will be anchored in relatively protected waters.

'!his would not be the situation for an East (bast operation.

'Ib oper-

ate in the Georges Bank herring fishery, the barge would need to operate in open ocean areas.

Open ocean operation of non-self propelled

vessels is, however, far too dangerous. 3

'Iherefore, this study will

not go into elaboration on the feasibility of a barge operation due
to the dangers involved at the present tine.
'Ihere are many foreign-built, foreign-flag, fish-processing
vessels that are not being fully utilized, due to the wor'Ldwi.de
proliferation of 200 mile fisheries zones.

These vessels are being

restricted in their distant water operations and, therefore, are becoming a burden to their owners.
at corrparatively low prices.

Many of these vessels are being sold

According to the shipping laws of the

U.S. a foreign-built vessel owned by a citizen of the U.S. is eligible
for docurrentation as a vessel of the U.S. and entitled to a certificate
of Fegistry.4

However, the certificate of Fegistry would prohibit

errployrrent of the vessel in the Arcerican fisheries or coastwise trade
lNational Fisherman, 1979.
2Gl e n Voakes, Norlynpia, Seafoods, Vancouver, British CbllITlbiB,
personal corrmunication, 1979.
3Edward Sanchez, Sanchez Marine Cbrrpany, New Bedford, Ma., personal
communication, 1979.
4 Fear Mmiral Bell, U.S. (bast Guard, Washington, D.C., personal
communication, 1978.

of the

u.s. 1

'Ihe

u.s.

rraintains a territorial sea of 3 miles.

ican fisheries"

The term "Arrer-

only pertains to the three-mile territorial sea.

'Ihis

term was fonnulated about; the sarre tine that the territorial sea was
esti:lblished. 2

No law since, including the FCMA, has changed the extent

of the terri torial sea and no law has changed the original definition

.:/

of "Arrerican fisheries II •

Therefore, Arrerican fisheries, as used, still

refers to the fishing activities conducted wi thin the territorial sea.
A foreign-built vessel with a certificate of Pegistry could take
on board outside the three mile limit the catch of vessels legally
fishing in the area and process and transport such fish or fish products
to the U.S. or e.Lsevnere , 3

Even though, FCMA provides for U. S. manage-

rnent; authority over fish out to 2nO miles, the policy of the Congress
as stated in the FQ-1A is:
(1) "to maintain without change the existing terr~trial or
other ocean jurisdiction of the United States for all purposes other than the conservation and managerrent of fishery
resources, as provided for in this Act;"
.
and
(2) lito authorize no i.mpedi.rrent to, or interference with,
recognized legitiIrate uses of the high seas, except as
necessary for the conservation and rranag~nt of fishery
resources, as provided for in this Act. II
'!he FCMA, therefore, does not authorize any inpedinent or interference with an ArrErican-flag processing vessel in the FCZ, even though,
it might be foreign-built.

This prohibition of interference in the FCZ

lU.S. Departrrent; of transportation, U.S. (bast Guard, Ibcurren.t ation a!1d M=asurerrent of Vessels, Federal Pegister v.34, #243 Part II
(Washington, D.C.: Covemrrent Printing Office, 1969) Sect. 67.63-9.
2

3Pe ar Admiral Bell, personal corrrnunication, 1979.
4FG1A, Sect. 2, 90 Stat. 333 (1976).

would be effective as long as the processing vessel vas not adversely
affecting the conservation and rnanagerrent of fishery resources wi thin
the FCZ.

Ni th a Certificate of Registry a foreign-built vessel would

be a vessel of the U.S. for the purposes of the FCMA and, therefore,

would be subject to the laws of the U.S.

'!he term "vessel of the U.S."

rreans any vessel docurrented under the laws of the U.S. or registered

under the laws of any State. 1

As a vessel of the U.S.

~lis foreign-

built,processing vessel would be also classified as an American fish
processor (as defined earlier) and, therefore, in the context of the
FCMA it would

De

granted the rignts and privileges to the sane degree

as other Arrerican fish-processors.

With U. S. flag docurentat.ion ,

designation as an Arrerican processor and as a vessel of the U.S. this
vessel would be entitled to enjoy all the legitimate uses of the high
seas.
Noforeign-buil t vessel, however docurerrted or referred to in the
FCMA, can participate in the U.S. coastwise trade.

'Iherefore this

vessel may not t.rensport; any cargo, fish or otherwise, between points
in the U.S., including the terri trial waters. 2

'Ihat is, a foreign-built

l
vessel, even though Arrerican-flag, can not receive fish within the 3mile territorial sea and transport that fish to any other point in the
U.S., including the territorial sea.

'Ihis vessel, ho.vever, could

receive fish outside the territorial sea and within the FCZ and transport such fish to a point in the U. S.

'Ihis transportation would ess-

entially be corning into the territorial U.S. from the high seas.

Such

an operation outside the 3-mile territorial sea would be in conforrnity

IFO~: sect. 3, 90 Stat. 336 (1976).
2Thibeau , U.S. Customs service, ~vashington, D.C., personal
communication, 1979.

with the exis ting shipping and fishing laws.
Existing rrerchant vessels, whether U.S.-flag or foreign-flag, can
be bought and converted into a processing vessel.

A foreign-flug

vessel would be in the sane classification or category as discussed
above.

M3ny existing rrerchant vessels are sold each year at a wide

range of prires. l

'Ihe degree or arourrt of re-outfitting varies signif-

icantly between each vessel.

'The am::>unt varies inversely to the acquis-

tion cost of the vessel and proportrionateIy to the age of the vessel.
'Iher'e are no legal problems faced through the conversion of a rrerchant
vessel into

3.

processing vessel.

However, there have been sorre stipu-

lations attached to ships from the U.S. Reserve Fleet, as sold through
the Maritirre Administration.
The Ceneral servires Administration (GSA), the
De fense

~part:Irent

of

(I.bD), and the Maritine Administration are the principal agencies

engaged in the sale of surplus ships with I.bD being the nost likely
source.

M=rchant vessels over 1,500 tons are sold by the 11aritine

Administration for nont.ransportatrlon purposes, incluiing scrapping. 2
'Ihere are no use restrictions on rrerchant-type vessels under 1,500 tons
that I.bD and GSA occasionally sell.
Ships over 1,500 tons, sold through the Mal i we klministration,.
are to be used for non transportation purposes.

A buyer of such a vess-

el can not use or operate the whole of the ship's hull in a manner to
t.ransport; passengers or cargo. 3

Fish process.inq, in itself, is not an

lEdward Sanchez, personal comnunication, 1979.
2pa ul Goulding, Deputy Administrator, General services Administration, Washington, D.C., parsona.l cornmunication, 1979.
Jpoltz, Fleet Disposal Branch, Mari tine Administration, Washington,
D.C., personal comuunication, 1980.

engagerrent in either passenger or cargo transport.

However, the trans-

portat.i.on of the fish and fish products to any FOrt, U.S. or foreign,
would be an engagerrent in cargo transport. l

'!herefore, to convert; a

vessel over 1,500 GRT from the U.S. I€serve Fleet into a fish-processing vessel to be Zlble to t.ranspor t the fish a special Act of Congress
would be required to exerrpt the specific vessel from the above restrictions. 2
'!he construction of a rew proossai.nq vessel in a U.S. shipyard,

in terms of legalities, is possibly the least troublesorre avenue to
follow.

It is the ITDst expensive in relation to the above alternatives.

The designing flexibility associated with a new vessel, however, coul.d
be very advantageous.

'!he vessel could be deai.qned for its processing

needs rather than designing the proressing operations to fit the physical
configuration of the vessel.

'!he high cost of construction along with

the extent of the ronstruction tirre would be the ITDst detrirrental
factors.
capital Costs of Vessels
In determining the size of vessel required, several factors had
to be considered . . Initially, the vessel woul.d have to be sufficiently
stable to allow prooeas.inq operations to continue with the least arrount
of interruptions.

'!here would have to be enough room for crew's

quarters, processing equiprrent and freezer spare to accormodate the
expected through put of fish.

However, if the vessel were too large

,

there would be much wasted space, as well as, consuming a:msiderably
lcarl Sobremisana, Port and Internodal Leveloprrent, Maritirre
Administration, New York, personal rornnunication, 1980.

3Ibi d .

D

rrore fuel than would be consurred with a proper size vessel.
construction of a new vessel wasted space on

board can

In the

substantially

increase the building cost,
Existing foreign-buH t processing vessels may not vary significantiy between varying sizes of vessels.

The cost of these vessels

are primarily based upon the condition and the age of the vessel, the
processing and freezing equipnent on board, as
worldwide fishing status and the
dollar.

curra~t

~ll

as, that country's

exchange rate with the U.S.

Size would not necessarily be a deciding factor in price.

Foreign-built processing vessels have been on the market for

bet~en

$600,000 to

a~st

$3 million. 1

The lower range vessel is

I

alrrost thirty years old;

Whereas the vessels at the upper end of this

range are about ten years old.

2

An existing rrerchant-type vessel would primarily be based upon

the oondition, the demand for that class vessel, and sorrewhat; on the
current scrap iron prices.

'The condition of these vessels can vary

trenendously as do the prices.

In the lower price range (L.e , less

than $2 million) there are a variety of vessels that are on the market. 3
The total cost, determination involved with the conversion of an existing
vessel into a processing vessel is influenced rrore by the Conversion
oosts than by the actual purchase cost. 4
'Ihe selection of a rrerchant-type vessel should be based primarily
lJ. Gibson Johnston, Ltd., Hull, England, personal corrmunication,
1979; and British United Trawlers, Hull, England, personal comnunication,
1979.
2Ibid.

3Eoa ts and Harbors, 1979.

4Edwa r d Sanchez, personal comami.cat.ion, 1979.

Serondly, there should be a pre-detennined lower size limit deerred
acceptable.

'The prices for ex-nerchant ships range from as low as

$200, 000 on upwards.

Obviously, the Lower-rpr.i.oed vessels will entail

the IIDst arrount of conversion and consequent; costs.

A naval architect

and a shipyard CMI1er has indicated that a processing vessel "ready-togo" could be purchased and converted for a total of $3.0 to $3.5 rnillion. l
'The cost of construction of a new vessel of adequate di.rrensions is
rapidly increasing.

Current estimates for a new processing vessel range

from $8 million to $12 million. 2 'This approach is a very expensive one
to follow, however, there nay be certain corporate structures, loan
packages, tax credits and/or tax deductions that could offset this
cost considerably. 3
The first two opt.ions above are relatively similar in costs for
a "ready-to-go" vessel.
f.i.nanc.inq rethods ,

'The third option nay be similar with various

!bWever, this study will base its calculations upon

a vessel with capital costs about $3.5 million.
Operating Schedule of Processing Vessel
'!he proposed operating schedule of this vessel will be three
week processing t.rf.ps with an in-port period of up to one week.

It

is expected that the nonproductive steaming tine will total about 3
days per trip.

While on -ele fishing grounds there will be flexibility

lEdward Sanchez, personal corrmuni.catrion , 1979; and Jonathan Leiby,
naval architect and marine engineer, W:x>ds Hole, Ma., personal
cornnunication, 1979.
2 Fober t Stokes, "Prospects for Foreign Fishing Vessels in u. S.
Fisheries L'eveloprrent," Marine Policy (January 1980): pp.33.
3r-bre inforrration on the financing of the ronstruction or reconstruction of vessels is presented in Appendix A.

of noverrent..

Ho.vever, the processing operations are expected to con-

t.i.nue while the vessel is noving about wi th the fishernen.

'Iherefore,

during the three-veek trips there is expected to be about 18 days of
processing activity.
The processing vessel will only be engaged in the Georges Bank

herring fishery during the late simmr and fall.

The Councf.L in devis-

ing the stock rebuilding programs for roth the Georges Bank herring
stock and the Gulf of

~ne

herring stock has assuned armual catches on

Georges Bank for 1978 to 1982 to reflect the activities of 100 vessel
trips during a bNo-nonth period (Septeml:er and October) averaging 80 t.fI'
fer trip ( 8,OJO MT per year) ~

'Ihis study will extend this tine period

by proposinq a vessel operation in the Georges Bank herring fishery
from mid-August through the end of rbverrber.

'Ihe vessel is projected

to conduct four processing trips to Georges Bank during this tine
period.
'Ihis study will present two economic analyses of a processing
vessel's operations.

The first 0 e analysis will assune that the vessel
/

will solely be operating in the Gedrge3 Bank herring fishery for the
tine period stated above,

In this analysis all the fixed costs will

be deducted from the revenues derived from the herring operation.

The

vessel will not be in operation during the remainder of the year.
The second analysis assurres that the vessel will partrtci.pate in

other f'Lsner'Les during the remainder of the year.

'Ihe fixed costs,

therefore, will l:e figured on a pro rata basis in relation to the full
year.

The vessel will be conducting seven other processing trips in

other fisheries during the renainder of the year.

The fixed costs for

lManagerrent O::lUncil, Herring Managerrent Plan, p.2-33.

the proposed Georges Bank full herring fishery in this study will be
calculated at 4/11 of the total yearly cost; for that particular item.
Nei ther the revenues nor the variable' costs from these other operations
will be calculated into this analysis.
Size of Vessel and Processing Capacity
In consul ta tion wi th a shipyard, naval architect and processing
equipnen t personnel it was determined that the proposed processing vessel should be 275' to 325 1 long and have a gross tonnage of 2, 000 GRT to
2,SOOGRr. l

'Ihis size range of vessel will permit the needed stable

platform for operations, enough quartering space for the ship's personne 1 , sufficient area and space for the processing and freezing equiprrent; and a fuel efficient main engine.
'Ihe herring brought aboard the processing vessel will be filleted,
or headed and gutted and frozen, frozen in whole form and/or reduced to
fish rrea l and fish oil.

'Ihe processing vessel will be able to handle

up to 100 lIT of xe» herring per day.

'Ihe actual arrount of herring re-

sulting in any particular product is based upon the size mix of the
catch.

'Ihe smal.Ie r adult herring, about 9-11 Lncnes long, will be

either frozen whole or headed and gutted and frozen.

larger herring

will be prinarily filleted with sorre arrounts being frozen in either
the II & G or v.hole form.

'Ihe offal and the damaged fish will be reduced

to fish meal and fish oil. 2
mix of the

c~ew

'Ihis study used the historical processing

England processing industry as an indication of the

lEdward Sanchez, personal corrmmi.catrion , 1979; Jonathan Leiby,
personal corrmunication, 1979; and r1icheal Collins, President, ~1ydrarrer,
Inc., Ne\VlX)rt R.1., personal communication, 1979.
2Ed McLeod, personal co~nication, 1978.

ratio of products resulting from the mix of herring sizes (see Table 6).
'Ihe 100 ;:'1'1' per day capacity translates into a maxirmm daily product.ion
of 30 MI' of fillets, 7 MT of II

&

GIS, 13 MT of frozen whole herring and

50 MI' of offal that will be reduced to 9.5 MT of fish neal and 5 MI' of
fish oil. 2
Perrent .Operating Capacity
'Ihere will be t.irres that the processing vessel will not receive
enough fish from the harvesting vessels to be able to operate at 100%
of processing capacity.
down and jamning.

'Ihere will also be periods of rrachinery break-

For the first year of operation, therefore, this

study will expect; that the vessel only will average 55% of its actual
2
processing potent.i.al , "

'!his 55% a\erage will te referred to as the

"percent operating capacity" for the first year.

In subsequent years

the percent operating capacity is projected to increase.
'!he projected second year of operation will have a percent; operating capacity of 65%.

'Ihe vessel will be rrore established in the view-

poi.rrt of the fisherrren, will be rrore synchronized with the fishing
vessels I operations and will have worked out sorre of the snags in the
processing equi.prrent; and operation.

veather and overall herring supply,

though, will be ONO major factors that are uncontrollable and will have
very definite and serious consequences for the processing vessel operation.
lMicheal Collins of Hydrarrar, Inc. in Newport, R.1. had calculated
that this size vessel woul.d be able to handle a production of 30 MT of
fillets per day along with the production of other associated herring
products.
2National Marine Fisheries Servire, Glourester, Ma., personal corrmunication, 197J; Ibbert Taber, comrercial fisherman, I'lakefield, R.1.,
persona1 corrm.mication, 1979; and 'Ibm Dykstra, cormercial fishe:rrnan,
Wakefield, R.1., personal connnunication, 1979.

Distribution to r-1arket

'Ihe herring products processed on board the processi.nq vessel has
several options for distribution.

These options include:

the trans-

port by the vessel itself to .a Y€st German port for delivery; the atsea transfer of the products to a freighter or container ship heading to
V€st Germany; the at-sea transfer of the products to a coastal feeder
servioo; the delivery to New York or Ibston for transshipnent to V€st
Germany; and/or offloading back in port to be transported by either
truck or sail to a port for subsequent shipping to West Germany.

All

of these opt.ions are based upon the ultimate market destination of V€st
C£rmany.
'Ihe processinq vessel could actually deliver the herring, itself,
to the intended \-est German port and, therefore , would r'eoai,ve the
ClF price at the V€st German port for the herring products.

'Ihe advan-

tage to this approach is that; the cargo will only have to be handled
once.

'Ihe product, will also not have incurred any storage/inventory

costs on shore or any handling/transportation charges.

Obviously,

there will be additional costs involved with the actual transportation
across the Atlantic, but that could be offset by arranging for a
return cargo from Europe.

A disadvantage to shipping direct by the pro-

cessing ti.rre while in transi t.,

'!his would not be any problem if the

vessel were only participating in the fall herring fishery.
the vessel could be losing processing opportunities if i t

Ho~ver,

~re

ipating in other fisheries during the remainder of the year.

particSchedul-

ing could alleviate this problem, though, such as if the November herring trip was the last trip for the year.

'The vessel would be headed

to shipyard for the winter and, therefore, would not be sacrificing

tine from the other fisheries.

Another disadvantage is the poss.ibi Li ty

of problems ·.tlith the shipping conferences.

It is very possible,

however, that any proolems wi th shipping conferences could be worked
out adequately.
The processing vessel operators could arrange for the at-sea
transfer of the herring products to a oontainer ship or freighter heading to west Germany.

The advantage to this possibility is the decreased

handling, storage and transportation of the product.

There are possible

logistical problems as to synchronization of the ship's voyage with that
of the processing vessel, and, in regards to the actual physical transfer at-sea.

Cbntainer transfer would be the quickest, however, it may

not be the easiest in the event of adverse weather.
'!he

I~lister

Si1ipping Company and the f\bran Shipping Cbmpany

provide oontainer feeder services along the East Cbast.
with a tug/barge system.

They operate

'!he Mariti.rre Administration is interested in

the possible prarotion of organizing the at-sea transfer of the herring
products to the oontainer barge for delivery to Boston , New York or
any major shi.ppi.nq port. 1

This operation \\QuId eliminate sane of the

handling/transportation costs, and sane of the storage costs.

Logistic

problems similar to thou nentioned above for at-sea transfer, how=ver,
vould still need to be surnounted.
The processing vessel could deliver the product to the U. S. port
of shipping.

This option eoul.d eliminate sorre logistical proble.ms

and could eliminate or reduce the handling, transportation and storage
cost;s ,

There vould be additional costs, though, involved with port

lCarl Sobremisana, Port & Intenrodal Developm2l1t, Maritine JIdminLstirat.ion, l'ew York, personal comnunication, 1980.

charges and general vessel expenses while in transit from the fishing
groundS to the desired port.
'!he processing vessel could deliver the product to its own horre
port and base of operations.

'Ihe product would need to be offloaded,

stored in a freezer and subsequently transported to a
shipping overseas.

u.s.

port for

This option woul.d entail the least anount of logis-

tics, as well as, al.Loczinq rrore control of product rroverrent; in reaction
to narket conditions.

How=ver, this option may result in a higher

overall cost, due to the increased costs of handling, transportation
and storage.
In the economic analysis of the processing vessel operation this
study will base its figures and costs upon the distribution of the product through the horoe port of operations.

'!his basis will result in a

higher cost but with the least possible logistical probIems ,

'!he ad-

varrtaqes and disadvantages of each option would need to be addressed in
regards to the actual operation of the processing vessel.
Wi th any of the above options the processing vessel will need a
base of operations or a horre port.
southern

.~w

'!here are several possibilities in

England that wi.Ll, be discussed in the next section.
Operational Bases

'There are several potential bases of operation in southern New
England.

In Rhode Island these si tes include:

a.} OtDnset Point!

Davisville in Northe KingstCMn; b.} Cbddington Cbve in Middletown; and
c.} M:!lville in Portsnouth.

These are ex-Navy properties.

is adequate at all three sites.

Berthing

Shoreside facilities are nostly sim-

ilar with regards to normal utilities.

'!he pier surfaces are largest

at QLonset/Davisvilles and snallest at M:!lville.

Only Cbddington Cbve

offers freezer facilities close to the pier.

At all three sites the

frozen product can be easily t.ranspor ted by the truck or rail systems.
'The access to these rail and highway systems is the best at Quonset/
Davisville.

Obviously, other factors such as leases for shoresicle

facilities and space, leases for dock space itself and support activities would have a detennining factor on desirability of the sites.
Marine 'Ienninal, Inc. in

r-e',y

Bedforri , Iva. can offer adequate

berthing, freezer and support. . facilities at its plant on Wlaler's W1arf.
There is adequate access to the highway and rail transportation systems
in l-JeW Bedford.

This study is unaware of other dock space in New Eed-

ford that is either adequate or available for such a large vessel.
Shoreside space is in tight supply in l'eW Pedford.
New London, ct. has expressed a strong interest in the developrrent
of a f i.shi.nq industry to be based in that; city. 2
the h.i.qhway and rail systems is very good.

Again the access to

At this tirre this study is

unsure as to what docks or facilities will be made available.

'Ihe next

few years will see a strengthening of Ne\v lDndon' s interest in the
fishing industry and, therefore, a potential base for operations.
lG. Ibbert Harrpson II, President, Marine Terminal, Inc., l'Jew
Bedford, r·1a., personal corrmunication, 1980.
2Stephen Sedgwick, Coas ta l, R=source center, University of Rhode
Island, personal communication, 1980.

1

Ship's Crew
On a vessel of this si ze tonnage and horsepower the r e would need

to be U.S.C.G. Li.oensed or registered ship's crew totalling about 25
persons.

The ship's crew will be responsible for the ship's operation

and well-being.

All topside and deck ;vork will be conducted by the

deck departrrent, including the transfer of fish from the catcher vessels.
All ship's machinery including the main engine, generators, heating
systems, air conditioning and freezer equiprrent, arrong others, will be
the responsibility of the engineering depar trrent.,

'Ihe steward depart-

rrent, will be responsible for all "hotel" functions and needs of the
ship's personnel on toard including rreal.s and linen.
The ship's crew will work the normal sea-watches of 4 hours on
and 8 hours off while at sea.

The crew will receive tine and a half

overtine for any tine over 8 hours per day or over 40 hours per v.eek.
Saturdays, Sundays and holidays will be at overtirre pay.

The crew will

have the opportunity to work overtirre \\hile at sea.
The ship's crew will be expected to work during the in-port periods.

There will be no vacation payor fringe benefits if the vesse 1_

only operates for the three-rronth period of the Georges Bank herring
fishery.

If the vessel operates year round then the accrued vacation

pay and fringe benefits will be calculated at a rate of 30% of total
wages and will be added to the coats for this three-rronth period.
The projected wages and personnel corrpos.ition of the ship' s crew is
detailed in Table 7.

'fl\BLE 7
SHIP'S CREW
(dollars)
total a

hour

base
week

OT/
week

at seal
week

21.90
7.50
6.37
5.75
5.00
4.12
3. 77
6.87

876
300
255
230
200
165
151
275

338
287
259
225
185
170
165

638
542
489
425
350
321
440

14,900
9,200
7,800
7,000
6,100
5,000
4,600
6,700

20.00
7.50
6.37
5.75
5.00
5.40
4.20

800
300
255
230
200
216
168

338
287
259
225
243
189

638
542
489
425
459
357

13,600
9,200
7,800
7,000
6,100
6,600
5,100

5.62
4.62
3.77

225
185
151

253
208
170

478
393
321

6,900
5,600
4,600

reck Departnent
Master
First Mate
Second Mate
'Ihird Mate
Boatswain
Able-bodied (3)
Ordinary (3)
Radio Officer
Engineering repartnent
Chief Engineer
First Assistant
Second Assistant
'Ihird Assistant
fufrigeration Engineer
Electrician
Oiler (3)
Steward Depar'trrent,
Steward
Second cook
M2ssITBn (2)
'Ibtal wages
wi thout vacation payor fringe benefits

$167,800

with vacation pay and fringe benefits

$218,100

a'Ihe total is figured to include 12 weeks of at-sea working ti.rre
to
include 5 weeks of in-port working tiITB.
and

£1

PI:'0Cessing Crew

In

addition to the ship's crew there will be a separate processing

crew consisting of 25 persons, headed by a factory rranager.

'Ihe pro-

cessing crew will be responsible for the fish as it cones be low deck
through to the freezers.

The factory manager in conjunctiion with the

vessel's Master will be responsible for the \\Bighing and tabulation of
the fish at both ends of the processing lines.

The 1-Jaster will disburse

payrrent to the fisherrren for the purchased fish.
The processing crew will work lO-hour shifts.

Each shift will

consd.s t of a shift supervisor and eleven persons operating the processing equiprrent.

'Ihey will receive overtine pay of tine and a half for

any tirre over 8 hours per day and over 40 hours per veek ,

Sa turdays,

Sundays and holidays will be at overtine pay.
The processing crew will primarily be working only while the
vessel is at sea.

There will be sore circumstances \\here part of the

cxe« will work while the vessel is in port.

Vacation pay and fringe

benefits will be calculated in the sane manner as with the ship's crew.
'Ihe projected wages and persormel corrpos i tion is detailed in 'f abl e 8.
Fuel Consumption and Costs
Fue L costs are a major oonsideration in the operation of a fish-

processing vessel.

Without a specific ship to calculate fuel consimp-

tion, sorre general assumptions will have to be made.

'Ihese assurp-

tions \\Bre determined based upon and in oonjunction with data and experience from vessel owner's and operators of vessels of various si zes
and horsepowers.

These initial assumptions will be calculated accord-

ing to an industry ratio of fuel consumption of 0.4 lb. of fuel per

TABLE 8

PRXESSING CREW
(dollars)

hour

at-seal '
week

total a

week

OT/
week

672
260
220

293
248

672
553
468

9,400
7,200
6,100

base

Processing Department
Factory Manager
Supervisor (2)
General Workers (22)

16.80
6.50
5.50

'Ibtal wares:
without vacation payor fringe benefits

$158,000

With vacation pay and fringe benefits

$205,400

~e total is figured to include 12 weeks of at-sea working tirre
and to include 2 weeks of Ln-port; working t.irre ,

hor'sepower per hour of operat.i.on with one pound of fuel equaling 7.5
gallons. 1

'Ihese resulting consumption figures will be priced at $1.25

P2r gallon for 1980 and $2.50 P2r gallon for 1981. 2
'!he mai,n engine for this size processing vessel is predicted to
be about, 2, 000 shaf t horsepower. 3

rlh~ main engine wi.Ll, vary from ope r-:

ating at full power while steaming to essentially idling while on sta'file overall average oper at.inq power for the duration of the

tion.

trips is projected to be about, 50% of full pcwer , that is, essentially
1,000 Hp on an average will be used. 4
ror the processing equiprren t., freezers, winches, etc. an electric
generating capacity of 1, 000 KW is projected. 5

'The fuel consuropt.Lon

per kila....att varies between the different manufacturers and the rrode Ls
of generators.

An average ratio for fuel consorrpt.ion for 100 KW gen-

erating capacity is that it is essentially equivalent to a 125 IIp engine. 6

Therefore, the projected 1, 000 Kw generating capacity of this

lCliff Buehrens, t1arine Superintendent, University of Fhode Island,
personal conmunication, 1979; and Edward Sanchez, per'sonal, conmunication,
1979.
2'lhe price for fuel in Pt. Judith is presently $.92 per gallon,
however, by June 1980 the pr'i.oe is expected to rise to $1. 25 per gallon and u:..:> t.o $1. 75 per gallon by December' 1980. Fuel pr.i oes are expected to rise to $2. 75 per gallon by the end of 1981. Edward Laughlin,
Energy Specialist, NMFS, quoted in .M:iine CoIm'Brcial Fisheries, April 1980,
p.l.
3Jonathan Leiby, personal cornnunication, 1979.
4Edward Sanchez , personal conmunication, 1979; and Jonathan Le.iby ,
personal conmunication, 1979.
5Ibid. ,
6Edward Sanchez, Jr., Sanchez Marine Corrpany, ~'EW Bedfor, 11a..,
personal communication, 1980.

I

vessel is essentially equivalent to 1,250 horsepo.ver in terrrs of fue l
consurrption.

C£nerators operate nost efficiently at a load of 90% to

100% of their output capacity. 1
will be used.

For this stilly an average load of 90%

'!he calculations for the overall fue.l, consurrption for

the operat.ion of this processing vessel for the fall G20rges Bank herring fishery is detailed in Table 9.
Food Cbnsunption and Cbsts

Food ronsumption for this vessel is figured upon providing three
rmal.s per day for 50 persons while at sea and three rreals per day for
25 persons while in port at a cost; of $12 per person per day. 2
ship I S crew will be provided with rreals while in port, also.

'Ihe

'Ihe pro-

cessing crew wi.Ll, only be fed while the ship is at sea or while they
are working when the ship is in port.

'!he overall food consurrpt.ion

and rosts are detailed in Table 10.

20ick Edwards, Marine Superintendent, ~ Hole Oceanographic
Institution, personal conmunication, 1979 i and Cliff Buehrens, Marine
Sur::erintendent, University of Rhode Island, personal corrmunication, 1979.

TABlE 9

FUEL aJNSUMPTION

Nm roS'IS

Main Engine:

2,000 Hp @ 50% capacity for 2,016 hours (four 2l-day trips)
0.4

lb./np~1r.

7.5 gallons/lb.

total cons.;mption equals 806,400 lbs. or 107,520 gallons
C£nerators :
1,000

KW ·~

:0% capacity equivalent to 1,125 Hp for 2,016 hours

total consimption equals 907,200 Ibs , or 120,960 gallons
Grand rbtal:

228,500 gallons

= $286,000

1980 :

@ $1.25 per gallon

1981 :

@ $2.50 per gallon = $5Vl,000
TAI3LE 10

FOOD roi-.ISUMPTIOL'J Aa.'JD roS'IS

At Sea:

50 persons @ $12/day equals $4,200/wk.
12 weeks

e $4,200/wk.

equals $50,400

In Port:
25 r::ersons @ S12/day equals $2,100/wk.
5 weeks @ $2,100/wk. equals $10,500
Grand rbtal:

$61,000

QlAPTER IV

FL~h~CIAL

ANALYSIS

Fall Herring-Sole Operation
Table 11 represents the pro forrra financial sheet for a processing
vessel operating solely in the fall Georges Bank adult herring fishery.
'!he derivation of the t€venues is provided in Trole 13 in aopendi.x B.
'!he individual it.errs in TcWle 11 are explained in Table14

in appendix B.

'!he financial markets in the U.S. are presently in a state of flux.
Interest rates, corporate bonds and credit are all changing daily.
Therefore, this study will not propose ei ther a capitalization or a
corporate structure for these processing vessel operations.

Without

these forrrations this study will base its analysis upon the Operating
Incorre or the EBIT (Earnings Before Interest and Taxes).
By operat.i.nq solely in the fall herring fishery on C£orges Bank

the fixed cos ts of repair/maintenance, ship's gear, insurance, miscellaneous and depreciation are totally supported the four processing trips
to C£orges Bank.

'!his operational set-up results in a first year def-

icit of '$466 , 000 for 1980.

It is expected that; the first year of opera-

tion will be a shakedown period to work out operational inefficiencies
and orqani.zat.ional, probl.ems ,

Ho\\Bver, the vessel is not expected to

oper-ate at a greater deficit during the second year (1981) of operation.
'!he deficit for 1981 is projected to be $536,000.
'!he fixed cost obligations can be expected to produce a d'2ficit

TABLE 11

PRO FORMA FINANCIAL SHEET FOR VESSEL
SOLELY IN FALL HERRING FISHERY
(figures in thousand of dollars)
1980

1981
65%op. car.

551, op. cap.

Revenues:
fill ets
H&G
whole
fish meal
fi sh oil
Tota1:

2260
389
459
181
112

1711
286
307
150
100

3401

25411

COGS:
raw fish
packaging
handl ing/transp.
inventory/storage
processing crew
sub total
Ship's Operation
crew
fuel
food
repair/maintenance
ship's gear
insurance
miscellaneous
depreciation
sub total

689
198
198
150
158

983
257
257
206
174
1877

1393
168
286
61
125
125
100
300
350
1515

Gross Profit

185
571
68
200
175
125
250
350
1924

Sales/General Administration:
gen. admin.
64
38
marketing
Operating Income! EBIT
*Pa ra ntheses indicate losses.

(400) ;

(364)*
85
51
(466)

(536)

for this operation.

Hov.ever, in relation to the overall inflation with

all i terns and the increased operating capacity in 1981 these obligations
should not create a larger deficit for 1981.

The projected increase in

fuel costs of 100% from 1980 to 1981 (see Fuel section) without a corrcspondi.nq jLUTp in the overall inflation rate is the major reason for the
larger deficit in 1981.
Fall Herring-Conjunction with other Fisheries
Tabl(~

12~'epresents

the proforma financial sheet for a processing

vessel participating in the fall Georges Bank adult herring fishery and
participating in alternative fisheries during the remainder of the year.
'!he data in Table 12 on.ly relate to the revenues and costs incurred during the herring-processing operation of the vessel's total yearly operations.

, I

'Ihe jerivation of the ReventeS is exactly the sane as for

Table .11 , and is provided in Table 13

:;"'1

Appendix B.

'!he individual

Ltems in Table 12 are explained in Table 14 in Appendix B.
'!his proposed vessel operation is essentially the sane in respect
to the variable costs, the cost-of-goods-sold, the fuel costs and the
food costs.
hi.qher' due to

Ho~ver,
th~

data for Table 12.

the ship's crew and the processing crew costs are

inclusion of fringe benefits and vacation pay in the
'Ihe prirrary and financially significant difference

is that the fixed costs for this operation are prorated for the four
trips spent in the fall herring fishery.
share the burden of these f ixed costs.

'!he remaining seven trips
'Iherefore, in analyzing this

vessel's proposed participation in the fall herring fishery the fixed
cos ts do not have such a deterrnining influence as in the previous section.

TABLE 12
PRO FORMA FINANCIAL SHEET FOR VESSEL
IN CONJUNCTION WITH OTHER FISHERIES
(figures in thousand of dollars)
1980
55% op. cap.
Revenues:
fi 11 ets
H&G
whole
fish meal
fi sh oil
Tota1:

1981
65% op. cap.

1711
286
307
150
100

2260
389
459
181
112
2544

3401

COGS:
raw fish
packaging
hand1ing/transp.
inventory/storage
processing crew
sub tota 1
Ship's Operation:
crew
fuel
food
repair/maintenance
ship's gear
insurance
miscellaneous
depreciation
sub tota 1

689
198
198
150
205

983
257
257
206
225
1440

218
286
61
56
56
45
88
127

Gross Profit

240
571
68
88
80
56
72

127
937

1302

167

171

Sales/General Administration:
gen. admin.
64
marketing
38
Operating Income/ EBIT

1928

85
51
65

35

t-bst of the overall yearly costs for these fixed items in Table. 12
are higher than for the corraspondi.nq fixed i tens in Table 11.

'!his

represents the added increase in these costs associated with a full
year of operation in proa=ssing activi ties.
for the 4-trip herring fishery these
Table 12 than they were in Tablell..

cost~

Hor.vever, when prorated
are significantly less in

'fue MisCEllaneous costs are higher

for the previous section because of the inclusion of wharfage and lay-up
dlarges of the vessel for 8 rrorrths per year.
In the first year of operat.ion ! 1980) the processing vessel prodUCES a posi.t.ive Operating Incorre of $65,000 for the fall herring operations of its overall yearly activities.

Hov.ever, the 100% increase in

fuel costs from 1980 to 1981 without any corresponding increase in the
overall inflation rate nore than offsets the increased benefits received
from the higher operating capacity for 1981.

The Operating Incorre for

1981 actually drops $30,000 to a total of only $35,000 for its herring

processing operations.
Corrparison of Operations
As discussed above a process.inq vessel operating solely in the fall

Georges Bank herring fishery will be in financial difficulty for several years.

The primary reasons would be the total burden of the fixed

cost, obligations supported totally by these four processing trips,
along with the 100% predicted increase in fue.l eoats ,

Assuming that

these fuel increases do not create a corresponding increase in the
overall inflation rate for the other costs and revenues, this sole
fall herring fishery operation does not appear to be a feasible alternative.

Ho.vever, because rising fuel cos ts do generally stimulate in-

flation thi.s alternative should n0t ""l:>e;.tDtally di.s reqarded , but should

be recalculated in response to updated fue l costs and inflation rate?

soma costs involved wi.th the 4-trip operation could be reduced by neans
of alternative transmrtation and delivery of the product to the West
Cerman market.

By utilizing one of these alternatives, as explained

previously, the handl.Inq/transportat.i.on and inventory/storage oosts eoul.d
be reduced suos tant.i.al.Ly.

3ut,

3S

nentioncd previously, there could be

other costs involved with these alternatives that could outwei.qh any
advantage gained throuqh the use therof.
Ievenms could be .increased by irrproving efficiency and increasing
the throuqnput of £ish per day.

The vcssel ojer'ators should already be

striving to irrprove the efficiency of operations, as well as, trying to
increase the throughput of fish per day.

The pr.i.ces received for the

products will be based upon the world market and, therefore, the vessel
ope.rators will not have a strong input in the determination of prices.
'lhe "operation of the processing vessel in alternative fisheries
during

th~ "r~der of

the year holds a lot of porent.i al, for operati/

The assumption is rrade , however, that the participation in thes
fisheries produces a pos i, tive Operating Incorre ,

other

The distribution of the

fixed costs over a full year of operation provides for a greater oppor>
tuni ty for a secure operation.
The increase of fool costs creates the decrease in Oper'at.i.nq Iricorre
from 1980 to 1981. for this year-round operation.

However, as minted

out above, if the rise in fuel costs stimulates the overall inflation
then the Operating Incorre should be increasing during the second year
of operation in comparison to the first year.
'!his operation could also benefit from utilizing an alternative
means of delivery to a vest Cerman por t ,

The benefits, of course would

need to be weighed against any added costs involved wi.th the specific
alternitive.

CX)NCLUSION A.'ID

IMPLICATIO~S

'lhrough the examination in Cnapter I of the adult herring resource
on C£orges Bank this study concltrles that the supply of herring is adequate for the proposed vessel operat.ions ,

'!he potential for even great-

er harvests of adult herring from Ceorges Bank al Iows for significant
expansion possibilities of processing operat.ionas .

A greater abundance

of adult herring will al.Low the fishemen to be able to supply enough
herring on a steadier basis to allON for an increase in the overall percent operating cpapci ty of the processing vessel.
In O1a;.::>ter II this study examined the markets for the products produced on board the processing vessel.

'!he rest German market in the

primary market for herring exports from the U. S. .
size and des.i re of the

~st

From the expanding

Genran herring rrarket it is concluded that

the products from the processing vessel operat.ion will be absorbed adequately and easily into this market.
Several alternatives, as detailed in Chapter' III, are for the purchase and operation of a U.S.-flag, herring-processing vessel.

'!his

study will not reconrrend any alternative over another, but will concltrle
that through one of these alternatives a reasonably priced processing
vessel can be put into operation for herring on Georges Bank.
In the analysis and corrparison of the financial sheets for the two
proposed processing operations this s tudy concl.udes that a processing
vessel needs to l:e in operatiion for as much of the year as feasibly
possible.

There are several possibilities of oparat.ions that could

result in increased O);:erating tncore , but each poss.ibi Li ty will need
to be analyzed individually in regards to the actual operation of a
processing vessel seek other viable and similar fisheries in wh.ich to
participate during the remainder of the year from the fall herring
fishery .
The overall conclusion of this study is that a herring-processing
vessel operat.i.nq part of the year in the fall Georges Bank adult herring
fishery can be financially feasible and beneficial.

It will Lni,tially

be beneficial to the operators of the vessel, the errployees o'fthe . rompany and to the support industries involved with vessel operators.
Benefits will also be received by the fishenren through the existence
of a ready market at sea for the adult herring they harvest on Geroges
Bank.

The U.S. economy will benefit from the projected $2.5 million

and $3.4 million positive inpact upon the U.S. balance of trade for
the years 1980 and 1981, respectively.

, 4(

Financing
The U.S. government provides several financing programs designed
to assist both the fishing industry and the maritime industry.

Some

of these programs are primarily intended for fishing vessels, whereas,
some are primarily intended for application to the maritime
industry.

shippin~

As a fish-processing vessel, the proposed operations in this

study fall within both of the above categories.

A foreif,n-built

vessel may be acceptable for some of these programs, but, will definitely
be excluded from others.
grams.

This study will only list the available pro-

For detailed applicability to a specific vessel operation this

study suggests contacting the nearest office of the agency listed.
Economic Development Administration
Adjustn~nt

Title IX -- Special Economic Development and
Assistances Program
Business Development Loan Program
'ritle I

Farm Credit System

Federal Inermediate Credit Bank
Production Credit Association
Farmers Home Administration
Business and Industrial Loans

Housing and Urban Development
Community Development Block Grants
l'v'aritime Administration
Capital Construction Fund
Construction -

Differential Subsidies

Development and Promotion of Domestic Hater-borne
Transport Systems
Development and Prorrotion of Ports and Inermodal
Transportation
Federal Ship -- Financlllg Guarantees
Maritime War -- Risk Insurance
Operating -- Differential Subsidies
Ship Sales
National Marine Fisheries Service
Fishing Vessel Obligation Guarantee
Capital Construction Fund
Small Business Administration
Direct Basdness Loan and Loan Guarantee
Local Development Companies
Disaster and Economic Inj ury Program
SOURCE: Earl R. Combs, Inc., Export and Domestic Market
Opportunities for Underutilized Fish and SheIffish (Washington,
D.C. : Government Printing Office, 19m p , 293; and Richard Sisco,
Sources of Capital (University of Rhode Island, 1980) p. 39.

APPENDIX B
TABLE 13
DERIVATION OF REVENUES
1980:

55% operating capacity
100 MT total processing capacity per day

fillets
H&Gs
whole
fish meal
fi sh oil

MT/day

MT/trip

MT/year

$/ton

$/year

16.5
3.8
7. 1
5.2
2.75

297
68
128
94
50

1,188
272
512
376
200

1,440
1,050
600
400
500

1,711 ,000
286,000
307,000
150,000
100,000
2,554,000

total
raw herring
1981 ;

55

3.960

174

689,000

65% operating capacity
100 MT total processing capacity per day

fi 11 ets
H&Gs
whole
fish meal
fi sh oil

MT/day

MT/trip MT/year

19.5
4.5
8.5
6
3

351
81
153
108
54

1,404
324
612
432
216

$/ton

$/year

1,610
1,200
750
420
520

2,260,000
389,000
459,000
181 ,000
112,000
3,401,000

total
raw herring

65

4,680

210

983,000

TABLE 14
EXpLANATiON
Operatin~

Capacity:

~HE~T

FuR FINANCIAL SHEETS

A de t aiIed in the text t ne operatinr; capacity for
19UO is 55 ~ and 65 1 for 19~1. lhese capacit1es
relate 1nto a raw herr1ng supply of 5::> MT per day
For- l <:hlO and (j~ MT [wr CILlY t or 198.1.

Fillets, Il['C;s,
tish meal,
and tish oil:

Trie s e figures are derived from tile expected supply

who~e,

of 5::> MT and b5 MT of herring per day for 19~0 and
1~81, respectively.
The percentages resulting in
eaCh of these items are ca~culated from the ratios
outl1ned in Tab~e 6. These tonnages are figured
out tor ~8 days of process1ng tor tour tr1ps.
These tigures were then multip~ied by the dol~ars
per ton projected in Figure ~ for fi~lets and H~Gs
and 1n Figure 6 tor tish meal and f1Sh oil.

Raw ri sb :

Raw herr1ng supply was projected TO be 55 MT and
6::> MT per day tor 198u and 19~1, respectively.
Thi s supply was calculated tor tour trips of Hi
days at processinr; per trip.
were projected in Figure 2.

Pakag i.ng :

The pr1ces per ton

packarin~

cos ts are based upon 2~!lc, estimates used
Ear-L Ie Combs, Inc., Expor-t;
and Domestic Market Oppor-t un Lt i.es tor underutiil-zed
Fi-~Jland she-fiRsh', prepared -under contrac-t to 'NMFS
TWashington, D.C.: Government Pr-Lrrt Ing Otfice, ~97~).
These costs are adjusted at an annua~ lOt> intlation
rate.
rn rt nc Comb :" Rcport .

Handling!
Transportation:

Handling and transportation cost~ of ~¢!lb. were used
bused upon est1mates tor these costs in the Lambs
Report. Lost is adjusted annually at ~O% inflat10n
rilte.

Inventory!

Tnese figures were cased upon an inventory cost of
1.5¢/lb. per month received from rier-charrt t s Co.i.d
Storap,e 1n Prov1dence, R.I ..

~ t o r ag e :

Processing Crew:

ucrivation of costs is explained in the text and in
8. Inflation of 10% per year is used to
calculate the 1~81 tip,ures.

Tab~e

Ship's Crew:

Derivation at costs 1S esplained in the text and in
Inflation at 10~ per year is used to
ca~cu~ate the 19~1 figures.

Tacle~.

Fuel:

LasTs are explained in the text and in Table

Food:

Costs are

exp~ained

~.

1n the text and in Table 10.

Repair/
MainTenance:

Tne 1~80 tigures retlect the recent delivery of the
vessel 1n relation to the 1981 tir,ures. For Table
11 the cost is totally supported by the revenues
from The t;eorges Bank her-r-Lug ope r-a t i.on . Tanle 12
reflects an increase cost due to tne vessel's
participation in other fishe~ies during the rema1nder ot the year. This higher cost, 1n relaTion
to the sole herrinr. operation is calCUlated on a
pl'O

l',ltd l>,l~~i:;

trLp~

For tIle ::; II t r i p s , i n rol o r i on to 't'
.m other f Ls lrcr-i oa durin!', the r-emaf nd er- of

the year. These figures were based upon assumptions
and data from t he Port Of f i.ces at the university of
Khode Island and at the Woods Hole Oceanograph1c
In stitution.
Ship's Gear:

The 19~0 costs retlect the recent delivery of the
vessel, whereas, more gear is expected to be needed
in the second year. Table 11 reflects the total
annual cost ot the ship's gear as supported by the
Georges Bank herring processing operat1on. Taole 12
reflects an overall increase of Ship'S gear costs
to correspond to the increased usar,e of the vessel
during the remainder of the year. These figures
were based upon assumptions and data trom the Port
Otfices at the University of Rhode Island and at
the \~oods Hole Uceanographic Institutuion.

Insurance:

1nsurance costs are calculated to reflect the increased cost due to the increased yearly parta c i.pat i on in Tao Ls 12. Table 11 only relates the
insurance costs for sole operation in the Georges
Hank herring f1shery.

Miscellaneous:

These figures are estimates of general 1tems not
covered by any ot the abQve. The larger costs in
Table 11 represent increased whartage charges due
to the annual lay-up of the vessel tor' about ~l
months of the year. Table 12 costs are prorated
accord1ngly for the Georges Hank herring trips.

Depreciat ion:

The depreciation is based upon a useful life of 10
,ye ar s for the processing vessel and equipment. 1t
is calculated on a stra1ght-line basis. lhe overall cost of the vessel is projected to be about
$3.5 mi Ll i on ,

General Admin:

The shoreside staft COSTs will De proportional to
2.~% ot total revenues.

~ales/Marketing:

The costs of the sales/marketing staff will be
proportional to 1.5% of total revenues.

OperaTing Income/
[JJIT:

Th1s is the earnings Defore 1nterest and taxes are
pa i d , from this amount the interst on long-term
debt, t<1 xes and dividends to s ha r e ho l der s will be
deduct co. Figures in paranthe ses are losse s.
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